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Abstract
e suspension is an indispensable component of a vehicle that must be carefully designed to ensure good vehicle
handling and safety. Over the years, many dierent kinds of suspension have been applied on vehicles. is
thesis aims to develop a stable, comfortable and safe suspension for the University of Windsor SAE Baja o-road
vehicle that improves performance by using an innovative interconnection in the suspension. A mechanism that
connects the front and rear suspension on each side of the vehicle is mounted on the chassis. A virtual vehicle is
designed in CATIA and a dynamic simulation is conducted using the soware tools EoM and Altair Motionview®.
Multiple randomly generated ISO class road proles are used to excite the motion of the model. Several virtual
sensors are installed in dierent positions of the vehicle to record motions of interest. Matlab® is used to analyze
the outputs of the simulation. Results obtained from the model show that the interconnected suspension does
provide reduced roll motion with less comfort penalty when compared to an anti-roll bar system, with advantages
primarily showing in the low frequency domain, suggesting that the suspension is more appropriate to an o-road
vehicle. However, the merit of the proposed design is below expecations, suggesting that further study of alternate
designs is warranted.
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Introduction
Since the Benz Velo, the world’s rst production car, came o the assembly line, the driving safety problem has
been an ongoing concern. e suspension system, working to isolate the vehicle from rough road proles, is no
doubt a necessary component. Furthermore, the demands on the suspension of a racing vehicle are more strict;
not only does it have to provide a comfortable driving condition, it should also improve the handling. is thesis
aims to develop an innovative interconnected suspension to improve the performance of an o-road racing car.
In this chapter, the motivation, objective and structure of this thesis are described.
1.1 Motivation
In recent times, the number and variety of vehicles available is growing rapidly with technological advancement.
Methods to improve vehicle quality and driving safety, to some extent, have become an important topic in our
society. As an indispensable part in the vehicle, the suspension is not only supposed to isolate drivers from rough
road conditions such as bumping and vibration, but should also provide good handling and braking performance
for driving safety.
e conventional vehicle suspension system is primarily composed of a mechanical coil spring and hydraulic
damper. Also, an anti-roll bar, commonly known as the sway bar, is a torsional spring that may be added between
the right and le side of the front axle, or the rear axle, or both axles. While the conventional suspension provides
a satisfactory solution, the interconnected suspension oers a potential performance improvement.
Unlike a conventional suspension, an interconnected suspension can help the vehicle distribute the normal load
on the tires more evenly on rough roads without losing grip. Many dierent kinds of interconnected suspensions,
e.g. mechanical, hydraulic and pneumatic, have been proposed. Among them, the mechanical type is utilized
in this project because of its low cost and simplicity. While mechanical coupling may not prove practical on a
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normal full-size passenger car, the small size of the target vehicle, an SAE Baja car, makes it a good choice.
1.2 Resear Objectives
e rst objective is to design and develop an interconnected suspension system for the vehicle. A CATIA model
based on the 2013 UWindsor SAE Baja car is used, and an interconnection mechanism is added on both sides of the
vehicle, to determine if the physical size and space constraints in the vehicle make a mechanical interconnection
possible.
e second objective is to build a model in EoM, a soware package that uses a description of a mechanical
multibody system to generate its linearized equations of motion. Virtual sensors are mounted on the front part of
the vehicle to measure the pitch-bounce-roll motions. A linear simulation is conducted using this model; resulting
motions can also be visualized through animations.
e third objective is to develop a more complex model in Altair MotionView®. Both linear and nonlinear
MotionView® simulation results are compared with those from EoM. Also, a random road prole is applied in the
model to simulate severe loading.
e last objective is to compare the properties and simulation results of a conventional suspension, a suspension
with an anti-roll bar, and an interconnected suspension. Advantages and disadvantages are identied.
1.3 esis Structure
is thesis proposes a innovative mechanical interconnected suspension design to potentially improve ride quality
and handling performance. In this section, brief descriptions of each chapter will be given, to help in understanding
the structure of the thesis.
Chapter 2 provides a brief background review of the literature relevant to the goal of this research. In this
chapter, dierent kinds of interconnected suspensions are described, dened, and classied. e denitions of
road proles are given; the concepts of the fast Fourier transform and power spectral density are introduced
as well. e ISO classications of random road proles, based on the power spectral density, are described. At
last, two important vehicle coordinate systems are described. e equations of motion based on dierent vehicle
models with varying numbers of degrees of freedom vehicle are listed.
Chapter 3 introduces a full-vehicle model and concretely describes the mechanical and dynamic structure of
the model used in the dierent soware tools. e dierential-algebraic equation solver of Altair MotionView® is
discussed.
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Chapter 4 summarizes the results of both the linear and non-linear simulations of the Baja car model. e
eigenvalues produced from EoM are listed. A sinusoidal road prole is applied on the right front wheel of the
full-vehicle model. e steady state transfer function results are generated in EoM. e results of the modal
analysis, the frequency response analysis, and the steady state gains are obtained from the linear model in EoM.
Step and sinusoidal signals are applied on all vehicle congurations in Altair MotionView® to conrm the linear
steady state gains and frequency response. Additionally, a small pertubation is applied on the right front wheel
and the time history solutions from the linear and non-linear model are compared. Finally, dierent levels of
random road are taken into consideration to test the performance of the dierent congurations of the vehicle. e
standard deviation and mean value of the tire normal force are utilized to compare the three vehicle congurations.
Chapter 5 summarizes the work that has been done in this research, and draws some conclusions on the
eectiveness of the interconnected suspension. Recommendations and suggested future work are also included.
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Baground
2.1 Denition of Interconnected Suspension
e suspension is the system of springs, dampers and linkages that connects a vehicle to its wheels and allows
relative motion between the two[? ]. Any suspension system where displacements at one wheel station can
give rise to forces at other wheel stations can be described as an interconnected suspension[? ]. Similar to a
conventional suspension, the purpose of the interconnected suspension is to improve the vehicle handling for
safety and driving pleasure, and also to insulate the vehicle from road bumps and vibration, to provide the
passengers with a comfortable ride. A suspension system with an anti-roll bar, as shown in Figure 2.1, is the
most common and simple interconnected suspension. e anti-roll bar works as a torsional spring and is located
underneath the chassis and mounted to the chassis by bushings. It is most commonly mounted to the front
suspension, as this contributes to vehicle yaw stability.
Figure 2.1: Anti-roll bar (reproduced from hp://rareparts.com)
When a vehicle is cornering to the le and so leaning to the right, the le wheel suspensions will go into
extension, or even li the wheel from the ground, which in turn can cause the vehicle lose grip and control. e
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anti-roll bar, working as a torsional spring, reduces the relative motion of the le and right wheels, to help prevent
the roll-over phenomenon. As a result, the anti-roll bar increases the vehicle roll stiness, but does so without any
change in the bounce stiness. Other more complex variations of the interconnected suspension can be divided
into three classications: mechanical (the anti-roll bar is an example), hydraulic, and pneumatic systems.
2.2 Classication of Interconnected Suspensions
2.2.1 Meanical Interconnected Suspension
e Citroe¨n 2CV, mass-produced from 1948 to 1990, was one of the few passenger cars employing front to rear
mechanically interconnected suspensions[? ]. As illustrated in Figure 2.2, a suspension cylinder C, including
two springs B and D, are mounted on each side of the chassis in this system. is mechanism is connected by
pull-rods to the front leading swinging arm A and the rear trailing swinging arm E, which act like bell-cranks.
rough connections to spring seating cups in the middle of the cylinder, each spring can be compressed against
the ends of the cylinder independently. e cylinder itself is also spring mounted to the chassis, allowing loads
from one suspension to be transferred to the other. e long travel distance of the coil spring leads to soness of
the suspension.
Figure 2.2: Interconnected suspension of the Citroe¨n 2CV (reproduced from Edgar[? ])
In 1968, an interconnected suspension using a rear trailing arm was invented by William Allison[? ]. Figure 2.3
is a top view of a vehicle with this suspension in accordance with the design. e vehicle body is supported
by a conventional independent suspension (14) and (16), while le and right torsion bars (22) and (24), xed by
mounting brackets (30) and (32), are employed to connected the chassis and front wheels together. At the rear of
the vehicle, U-bolts (56) clamp the rear axle (36) to the trailing arm and a balancing lever is mounted on the trailing
arm with an angle to the transverse line; this angle prevents wheels slipping caused by the unequal traction
during accelerations.
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Figure 2.3: Allison’s Interconnected suspension (reproduced from Allison[? ])
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2.2.2 Hydraulic Interconnected Suspension (HIS)
In the 1920s, Hawley illustrated a possible interconnected suspension consisting of four double-acting cylinders
interconnected hydraulically[? ]. e objective of this design was to improve the ride quality of the vehicle by
absorbing the energy of road shocks. As shown in Figure 2.4, four identical shock absorbers are mounted on the
vehicle, where the piston rod (17) is connected to the piston (15). When the vehicle goes over a bump or obstacle,
the piston rod, connected to the wheel and moving in the bath of oil (19), changes the volume of air (20) in the
upper portion of each plunger, so as to buer the vertical motion of the vehicle with the help of the air pressure.
e system allows the pressure applied on one corner to be distributed on the four wheels evenly.
Figure 2.4: Shock absorber of Hawley’s interconnected suspension (reproduced from Hawley[?
])
In 2002, Fontdecaba proposed a novel four-wheel interconnected suspension model shown in Figure 2.5[? ].
Fontdecaba’s model had a central unit, but the components in the central unit were not illustrated explicitly. In
addition, each wheel had its own spring and damper. e purpose of the central unit was to allow the reduction
of the stiness and damping of the individual wheel stations. Unfortunately, no aempt to build a theoretical
model or to predict the behaviour was realized.
In 2000, a theoretical interconnected suspension model was presented by Erik Zapletal[? ]. Based on a
decoupled roll-bounce-pitch-twist dynamic model, Zapletal believed that this interconnected suspension could
provide enough stiness to resist the height variation, and pitch and roll aitude, but also be compliant enough to
adapt to the twisting and undulations of the ground. e structure of this system is shown in Figure 2.6. Instead
of an anti-roll bar installed in the front part of the vehicle body, a balance mechanism is located in the rear. e
connections between front suspensions and balance mechanism ‘cross over’, meaning the le wheel is connected
to the right corner of the balance mechanism, and vice versa.
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Figure 2.5: Fontdecaba’s interconnected suspension (reproduced from Smith[? ])
Figure 2.6: Zapletal’s balanced suspension (reproduced from Zapletal[? ])
In 2013, an hydraulic interconnected suspension concept was presented by Lifu Wang et al[? ]. As illustrated
in Figure 2.7, the conventional suspension is replaced by an interconnected uid circuit around the vehicle; there
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is an hydraulic chamber including a piston and cylinder on each corner. As the road prole causes the motion of
the actuators, the pressure of the uid that ows in the entire circuit leads to the motion of the pistons in the
cylinders, and distributes the disturbance over all four wheels, to keep the vehicle stable and balanced. Based on
the roll angle comparison, Wang et al prove that an HIS can provide larger roll stiness to the vehicle body than
an anti-roll bar with equivalent ride quality.
Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of the HIS system (reproduced from Wang et al[? ])
Another innovative hydraulic interconnected suspension was developed by Mavroudakis[? ]. In his opinion,
a holistic and comprehensive approach was supposed to be considered instead of addressing each corner inde-
pendently. Mavroudakis proposed that various loading cases could be thought of as mode excitation, such as:
the vertical accelerations excite the bounce mode, longitudinal accelerations excite the pitch mode and lateral
accelerations excite the rolling mode. Road excitation such as bumps could be considered as combinations of
dierent modes. To evaluate this idea, a simple model was built. As illustrated in Figure 2.8, four hydraulic rams
were utilized to replace the conventional spring/damping elements. e four rams are connected to the main unit
through an appropriate interconnection. In the central unit, there are four cylinders that are responsible for the
twist-roll-pitch-bounce modes. Based on the analysis, it is clear that this decoupling approach is beer than the
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conventional suspension system. is HIS can provide a comfortable ride condition with so bounce stiness
without sacricing safety, which is determined by sucient pitch and rolling stiness.
Figure 2.8: Hydraulic scheme of central unit (reproduced from Mavroudakis[? ])
In 2009, Zhang et al[? ] proposed a method to analyze the frequency response of a vehicle with an hydraulic
interconnected suspension system. A 4-degree-of-freedom half-car model was used to illustrate this methodology.
e right half of Figure 2.9 shows a conventional suspension system that consists of linear tyre damping/spring
and suspension spring/damping, while the le one is an hydraulic suspension system that includes double-acting
hydraulic cylinders. e resulting equation of motion is a second order linear dierential equation (Equation 2.1):
Figure 2.9: Schematic of a half-car with an HIS and a conventional independent suspension
(reproduced from Zhang et al[? ])
M Üy +C Ûy + Ky = f (t) (2.1)
where the displacement vector consists of both wheel motions, and the chassis motion and roll angle: y =[
ywl ywr y θ
]T
. e mechanism coupling the conventional suspension and uid systems is treated as a
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double-acting piston and cylinder. e applied forces f (t) consists of the applied force caused by hydraulic
pressure and other external forces fex, so it can be wrien as f (t) = DAp(t) + fex(t), where p is a pressure vector
and Aa is an area matrix. e matrix D is a linear transformation.
D1 =

−1 1 0 0
0 0 −1 1
1 −1 1 −1
−bl bl br −br

(2.2)
e values b1 and br are the horizontal distances between the vehicle mass center and suspension struts in the le
and right sides. e resulting equation of motion is given in Equation 2.3.
M Üy +C Ûy + Ky = D1Ap(t) + fx(t) (2.3)
e result of this analysis is the claim that interconnected suspensions oer much greater exibility to indepen-
dently specify model stiness and damping parameters than conventional suspensions.
2.2.3 Hydro-pneumatic Interconnected Suspension
A hydro-pneumatic interconnected suspension concept was developed by Cao et al[? ] in 2010. Two schematics
of the hydro-pneumatic strut design are shown in Figure 2.10. e proposed single gas chamber strut (A) is
illustrated in Figure 2.10(a); the gas chamber and damping valve are contained within the same unit to contribute
to a compact design. e chambers (2) and (4) are separated by a piston; the uid in chambers (1), (2), and (3) can
ow through the orices. Figure 2.10(b) presents the schematic of the proposed two gas chamber strut (B), which
includes two gas chambers. e dierence from the single gas chamber strut, is that the oil in chamber (3) is
replaced by gas; only oil in chambers (1) and (2) is allowed to ow through the orice. Using hydraulic, pneumatic
and hydro-pneumatic connections, many dierent congurations are possible, through dierent linkages of struts
A and B. Figure 2.11 shows a possible X-coupling interconnected suspension conguration among the four strut
units, connected by hydraulic oil lines. e authors claim that based on the analysis, the simulation results show
that this X-coupled interconnected suspension can increase roll and pitch stiness without inuence on bounce
and twist performance, so this hydro-pneumatic suspension can oer beer driving conditions and controllability.
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Figure 2.10: Strut units A and B of hydro-pneumatic interconnected suspension (reproduced
from Cao et al[? ])
Figure 2.11: Hydro-pneumatic coupling (reproduced from Cao et al[? ])
In 1979, a hydro-pneumatic suspension, referred to as a ‘Hydragas’ suspension, was developed by Moulton[? ],
to improve ride quality. In this system, nitrogen gas works as the spring medium and hydraulic uid pressure
provides damping. e damping uid chambers of the front and rear wheels on each axle of the car are connected
via a hydraulic line. When an input at the front wheel pumps uid through the line to the rear wheel, the increasing
uid pressure produces an upward force on the sprung mass, so the dierence in the suspension forces can be
reduced in this way. Figure 2.12 is a cutaway of the Hydragas suspension, showing that when the piston has
an upward motion, the area of the diaphragm against which the uid pressure acts will vary with suspension
travel. Figure 2.13 A shows the corresponding response of the Hydragas system to pitching motion, the front
wheel is lied relative to the vehicle body rst, while the back wheel goes the opposite direction. Because of the
upward motion of the front wheel, the diaphragm goes up and the uid ows from the front to the rear units.
As a result, the pitch stiness is lower than it would be without the interconnected suspension. Figure 2.13 B
shows the corresponding response of the Hydragas system to a bounce motion. In this solution, the uid does not
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ow through the lines, but rather only between the upper and lower chamber of the individual units through the
damper valves. e high uid pressure and increasing piston area leads to high bounce stiness.
Figure 2.12: Cutaway of Hydragas suspension unit (reproduced from Moulton[? ])
Figure 2.13: Moulton’s hydro-pneumatic coupling (reproduced from Moulton[? ])
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2.3 Relationship with Current Work
ere have been several kinds of interconnected suspensions proposed in the past, and most claim to oer
improved performance. However, the method evaluated in the current work is novel. It uses an all mechanical
implementation for the sake of simplicity and cost, rather than a hydraulic system. In addition, the proposed
system has no inuence on bounce or pitch stiness, but aims to increase roll stiness without the corresponding
increase in twist stiness that accompanies traditional anti-roll bars. According to Zapletal[? ], roll stiness is
necessary to prevent excessive body motions during cornering, but twist motion of the suspension can only occur
on uneven road surfaces, and so high twist stiness only contributes to uneven tire loads, and is generally not
desirable. e suspension displacement modes are illustrated in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: Suspension displacement modes (reproduced from Zapletal[? ])
2.4 Road Prole
2.4.1 Denition of Road Prole
e road prole is a two-dimensional section of the road surface. ere are two kinds of sections possible, along
perpendicular axes. e rst one is a lateral section, showing the superelevation and crown of road design, plus
bumps and other undulations. e other is a longitudinal section, showing the design grade, roughness, and
texture. In this thesis, the focus is on longitudinal proles. Information on measuring road proles can be found in
Sayer and Karamihas[? ]. Any particular track along a road has a longitudinal prole. In this project, two parallel
tracks are considered, i.e., road proles of dierent phases are applied on the wheels, and at the same time, the
cornering condition is neglected. e roads can be classied into several types.
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Isolated ramp
A disturbance with a residual change of road height can be categorized as a ramp, three types are shown in
Figure 2.15. e rst type is a simple ramp, where the transition between the dierent heights is almost vertical;
it is used to simulate a curb. If a vehicle goes over a simple step at high speed, a severe shock is caused to the
suspension system. e true linear ramp is a soened version of the step and can be specied by the height H and
length L; the gradient of the ramp is described as G = HL , and the ramp angle is θR = tan
−1(H/L). e haversine
ramp is the most smoothed version, and can be dened as:
hav(θ ) = 12 (1 − cosθ ) (2.4)
e haversine ramp has a sinusoidal prole from hav(2Npi ) = 0 to hav((2N − 1)pi ) = 1, where N is an integer.
Figure 2.15: Types of isolated ramps (reproduced from Dixon[? ])
Isolated bumps
Dierent from ramps, many dierent isolated bumps can also be used to simulate a road excitation. Several types
are shown in Figure 2.16 .
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Figure 2.16: Types of isolated bumps (reproduced from Dixon[? ])
Sinusoidal single path
e sinusoidal single path shown in Figure 2.17 has just one spatial frequency. It is known as a single-track, and is
one with the operating width of a single vehicle[? ]. e spatial frequency of the road nSR, given in cycles per
meter, and the radian spatial frequency of the road ωSR in radians per meter are dened in Equations 2.5 and 2.6.
ωSR = 2pinSR =
2pi
λR
(2.5)
nSR =
1
λ
(2.6)
where λR is a given wave length. e amplitude Z can be dened as:
Z = S sin(ωSRX ) +C cos(ωSRX ) (2.7)
where S and C are the coecients of the sinusoidal curves.
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Figure 2.17: Types of isolated sinusoidal single path (reproduced from Dixon[? ])
2.4.2 Power Spectral Density (PSD) and Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
In engineering, sometimes signals need to be transferred from the time domain to the frequency domain with the
fast Fourier transform (FFT). In the frequency domain, the features of the signal can be analyzed more clearly and
comprehensively than in the time history. In some circumstances such as the measurement of energy of signals,
the FFT can be replaced with the power spectral density (PSD), which describes the density of power in a random
process. With the PSD, the strength of the variation of signals can be characterized. According to Davis[? ], the
PSD can be expressed as the Fourier transform of Rxx:
Sss(f ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Rxx(τ )e j2pi f τdτ (2.8)
where f is the frequency variable in Hz (Sss has units of m2/Hz), and Rxx(τ ) is the autocorrelation function of a
random signal x(t) in the time domain:
Rxx(τ ) = 〈x(t)x(t − τ )〉 = lim
T→∞
1
T
∫ T
0
x(t)x(t − τ )dt (2.9)
In this thesis, vertical displacements in the time domain from a random road surface prole are applied to the
wheels of the vehicle model. e response curves of the dierent components are transferred into the frequency
domain and the PSD is computed. e plot is produced with Matlab® to analyze the driving performance; the
Matlab® code is aached in Appendix A.2.
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2.4.3 Road Prole Classication in ISO 8086
To comprehensively specify a road condition, standards have been dened to classify a random road prole. In
this thesis, the International Standards Organization (ISO) classication is utilized to produce the random road
prole.
e ISO 8608 standard uses the PSD value to characterize the road prole. e PSD represents the magnitudes
of a series of sinusoidal road proles with dierent wave numbers. In Figure 2.18, the plot is dened as:
• 1 and 3 express power spectral density based on spatial frequency, Φ(n) [m3/cycle] and angular spatial
frequency, Φ(Ω) [m3/rad], respectively
• 4 and 5 are the spatial frequency, Ω [cycle/m] and angular spatial frequency, n [rad/m], respectively
• 2 is the wavelength with the unit λ [m].
• Leers A to H are the levels of random roads, where A is smooth road in new condition, and H is extremely
poor, o-road conditions.
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Figure 2.18: Road surface classication (ISO 8608) (reproduced from Tyan[? ])
Table 2.1 and 2.2 show the road surface classication in terms of Ω and n. According to Tyan[? ], the road
input PSD in the frequency domain can be expressed as:
Φ(Ω) = Φ(Ω0)( Ω
Ω0
)−ω (2.10)
Φ(n) = Φ(n0)( n
n0
)−ω (2.11)
where
• Ω = piL is the radial spatial frequency, L is the wavelength in meters
• Φ0 = Φ(Ω0) inm2/(rad/m) describes the value of the PSD at Ω0 = 1 rad/m
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• ω, which is equal to 2 for most conditions, is the waviness
• n = Ω2pi is the spatial frequency and n0 is equal to 0.1 cycle/m.
As there is only one parameter, Ω, the ISO 8608 can be used to easily classify large sets of diverse road proles.
Table 2.1: Degree of roughness in terms of n (reproduced from Tyan[? ])
Table 2.2: Degree of roughness in terms of Ω (reproduced from Tyan[? ])
At the same time, a sinusoidal approximation of the road prole is given by Tyan[? ]. If the vehicle is assumed
to travel with a constant speedV over a road segment with length L, this random road prole can be approximated
by a superposition of N sinusoidal waves expressed as:
zR(s) =
N∑
n=1
Ai sin(Ωis − ϕi ) (2.12)
where the amplitude Ai is dened as follows:
Ai =
√
Φ(Ωi )∆Ω
pi
(2.13)
in which ∆Ω = ΩN −Ω1N−1 (rad/sec), and the phase angles ϕi , i = 1, ...,N are treated as random variables, following a
uniform distribution in the the range from 0 to 2pi . Also the road prole can also be generated in the time domain
as:
zR(t) =
N∑
n=1
An sin(nω0t − ϕn) (2.14)
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where the fundamental temporal frequency ω0 = V∆Ω, ∆Ω = 2piL and An =
√
Φ(Ωn)∆Ωpi ,n = 1, ...,N .
In this project, the ISO classication for random roads is used. Class A through D random roads are selected
to test the small o-road vehicle.
2.5 Vehicle Dynamics
Vehicle dynamics is a eld of engineering primarily based on classical mechanics. It is used to explore and
understand the response of a vehicle in various in-motion situations. Vehicle dynamics plays an important role to
determine the safety, handling response, and ride quality of many dierent kinds of vehicles.
2.5.1 Coordinate Frame
Before the analysis of the kinematics and dynamics of vehicle motion, an appropriate coordinate frame must be
selected rst for expressing the equations of motion. A vehicle coordinate frame B(Cxyz), of which the origin is
aached to the mass centre of the vehicle, is shown in Figure 2.19. e longitudinal axis that passes through C in
the forward direction is considered as the x-axis. e y-axis is in the lateral direction from right to le in the
viewpoint of the driver. e z axis is in the vertical direction, perpendicular to the ground and opposite to the
gravitational acceleration.
Figure 2.19: Vehicle coordinate frame B(Cxyz) (reproduced from Jazar[? ])
ree angles, the roll angleψ about the x-axis, the pitch angle θ about the y-axis, and the yaw angle ϕ about
the z-axis, are employed to express the orientation of the vehicle coordinate frame. Another three motion variables
are introduced, and called roll rate , pitch rate and yaw rate. ese are the components of the angular velocity
vector in the x , y, and z directions, respectively.
e relationship between the angular velocity and the orientation angles is a referred to as the kinematic
dierential equations.
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(2.15)
If the orientation angles are all close to zero, then a simplied relationship exists.
Ûϕ ≈ p (2.16)
Ûθ ≈ q (2.17)
Ûψ ≈ r (2.18)
e force system including the external force and moment received from the ground and environment can
also be expressed in the vehicle coordinate frame:
BF = Fx iˆ + Fy jˆ + Fyzˆ (2.19)
BM = Mx iˆ +My jˆ +Myzˆ (2.20)
All the individual components are shown in Figure 2.20.
• Longitudinal force Fx acts along the x-axis. Fx > 0 means the vehicle is accelerating and Fx < 0 braking.
Longitudinal force is also sometimes called the forward force or traction force.
• Lateral force Fy acts along the y-axis, is sometimes called cornering force, and is a result of steering input.
• Normal force Fz acts in the vertical direction, and is oen called the vertical force or vehicle load.
• Roll moment Mx is a longitudinal moment about the x-axis, oen resulting from application of cornering
force. It is also called the bank moment, tilting torque or overturning moment.
• Pitch moment My, is a moment about the y-axis, usually caused by application of traction force.
• Yaw moment Mz acts around the z axis, and is also a result of steering input. e yaw moment is also
sometimes called the aligning moment.
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Figure 2.20: Vehicle coordinate frame B(Cxyz) and global coordinate frameG(Cxyz) (reproduced
from Jazar[? ])
2.5.2 Equations of Motion
In mathematical physics, the equations of motion are used to describe the behavior of a physical system in terms
of its motion over time. e equations of motion can be simply classied under some main categories such as
translations, rotations, or some combinations of these. According to Liu[? ], the equations of motion can be used
for rigid body analysis, such as vibration analysis, frequency domain analysis, and time domain analysis. Based
on Liu’s method, some vehicle models with varying number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) are built to generate
the equations of motion.
6-Degree-of-Freedom (DOF) System
A 6-DOF model shown in Figure 2.21 is described rst. A vehicle cab body is connected to the ground through
four mounts, each of the mounts has three springs and dampers along x , y and z directions. All the stiness and
damping in the same direction are assumed to be the same. e three translational motions and three rotational
motions are the 6-DOF of the vehicle. According to Newton’s second law, the equations of motion can be derived
as following:
m Üx + (k1x + k2x + k3x + k4x)x + c(−k1x − k3x + k2x + k4x)ψ + (c1x + c2x + c3x + c4x) Ûx + c(−c1x − c3x+
c2x + c4x) Ûψ = 0 (2.21)
m Üy − (k1y + k2y + k3y + k4y)y − c(k1y − k3y + k2y − k4y)ψ + (c1y + c2y + c3y + c4y) Ûy + c(−c1y − c3y+
c2y − c4y) Ûψ = 0 (2.22)
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m Üz + (k1z + k2z + k3z + k4z)z + (−ak1z − ak2z + bk3z + bk4z)θ + c(k1z + k2z − k3z − k4z)ϕ+
(c1z + c3z + c2z + c4z) Ûz + (−ac1z − ac2z + bc3z + bc4z) Ûθ + c(c1z − c2z + c3z − c4z) Ûϕ = 0
(2.23)
Ixx Üϕ + (ck1z − dk2z + ck3z − 4k4x)z + c(−ak1z + ak2z + bk3z − bk4z)θ + c2(k1z + k2z + k3z + k4z)ϕ+
c(c1z − c2z + cc3z − c4z) Ûz + c(−ac1z + ac2z + bc3z − bc4z) Ûθ + c2(c1z + c2z + c3z + c4z) Ûϕ = 0 (2.24)
Iyy Üθ + (−ak1z − ak2z + bk3z + bk4z)z + (a2k1z + a2k2z + b2k3z + b2k4z)θ + c(−ak1z + ak2z + bk3z − bk4z)ϕ+
(−ac1z − ac2z + bc3z + bc4z) Ûz + (a2c1z + a2c2z + b2c3z + b2c4z) Ûθ + c(−ac1z + ac2z + bc3z − bk4z) Ûϕ = 0 (2.25)
Izz Üψ + (ak1y + ak2y − bk3y − bk4y)y + (ac1y + ac2y − bc3y − bc4y) Ûy + (a2k1y + a2k2y + b2k3y + b2k4y + c2k1x+
c2k2x + c
2k3x + c
2k4x)ψ + (a2c1y + a2c2y + b2c3y + b2c4y + c2c1x + c2c2x + c2c3x + c2c4x) Ûψ + c(−k1x − k3x+
k2x + k4x)x + c(−c1x − c3x + c2x + c4x) Ûx = 0 (2.26)
Figure 2.21: Liu’s 6-DOF vehicle model (reproduced from Liu[? ])
Assume the coordinate of the ith spring is (xi ,yi , zi ), and (kix ,kiy ,kiz , cix , cmiy, ciz ) are its stiness and
damping coecients along the x , y, and z directions. From Equations 2.21–2.26, the system stiness and damping
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matrices can be wrien as below.
Ki =

kix 0 0 0 0 −kixyi
0 kiy 0 0 0 kiyxi
0 0 kiz −kizxi kizyi 0
0 0 −kizxi kizx2i −kizxiyi 0
0 0 kizyi −kizxiyi kizy2i 0
−kixyi kiyxi 0 0 0 kixy2i + kiyx2i

(2.27)
Ci =

cix 0 0 0 0 −cixyi
0 ciy 0 0 0 ciyxi
0 0 ciz −cizxi cizyi 0
0 0 −cizxi cizx2i −cizxiyi 0
0 0 cizyi −cizxiyi cizy2i 0
−cixyi ciyxi 0 0 0 cixy2i + ciyx2i

(2.28)
Correspondingly, the mass matrix of the system can be included as:
[
M
]
=

m 0 0 0 0 0
0 m 0 0 0 0
0 0 m 0 0 0
0 0 0 Ixx Ixy Ixz
0 0 0 Iyx Iyy Iyz
0 0 0 Izx Izy Izz

(2.29)
Based on the mass matrix M , stiness matrix K and damping matrix C , the equation of motion for the entire
system can be easily expressed as:
M Üx +C Ûx + Kx = f (2.30)
where x is the system’s displacement vector, and f is the applied force vector.
7-DOF system
Shown in Figure 2.22, a 7-DOF vehicle model including four vertical motions of the unsprung masses and vertical
motions, roll, and pitch motions of the sprung masses are also produced by Feng et al[? ].
According to Feng, each corner of the vehicle is identied with an i ,j index, in which le/right is dened by l,r
and front/rear by f,r, so the corners can be expressed as:
z = z − αlf + βw − zt (2.31)
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Figure 2.22: 7-DOF Full vehicle model (reproduced from Feng et al[? ])
zfr = z − αlf + βw − ztfr (2.32)
zrl = z + αlr + βw − ztrl (2.33)
zrr = z + αlr − βw − ztrr (2.34)
So the full vehicle model can be described by the following equations of motion:
m Üzt + kt(zt − z) − Fs − Fd = 0 (2.35)
mfr Üztfr + ktfr(ztfr − zfr) − Fsfr − Fdfr = 0 (2.36)
mrl Üztrl + ktrl(ztrl − zrl) − Fsrl − Fdrl = 0 (2.37)
mrr Üztrr + ktrr(ztrr − zrr) − Fsrr − Fdrr = 0 (2.38)∑
m Üz + Fsi j + Fdi j = 0 (2.39)∑
Iα Üα − Fsf jlf + Fsrjlr − Fdf jlf + Fdrjlr = 0 (2.40)∑
Iβ Üβ +w lFsi l −wFsir +wFdi l −wFdir = 0 (2.41)
wherem andmi j are dened as spring and unsprung mass, respectively. e moment of inertia about the y-axis
and x-axis are dened as Iα and Iβ , respectively. e spring and damper forces are Fsi j and Fdi j , respectively. e
stiness ksi j and damping ci j are utilized to express Fsi j and Fdi j by:
Fsi j = ksi jzi j (2.42)
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Fdi j = ci j Ûzi j (2.43)
12-DOF system
Shown in Figure 2.23, a 12-DOF system describing a cab and a frame can be considered as two 6-DOF systems.
e cab is connected to the frame through four mounts in which the stiness and damping in the same direction
are the same.
Figure 2.23: Liu’s 12-DOF cab-frame system (reproduced from Liu[? ])
e vertical displacements, rolling, pitching, lateral displacement and yawing between the cab and the frame
can be considered as coupled together. Based on the coupling characteristic, the 12-DOF system’s equations of
motion can be represented as two coupled sets of dierential equations. In this system, two dierent coordinates
are required; one of them is the coordinate between the frame and the ground, the other one is the coordinate
between the cab and frame.
Full vehicle model
A concept vehicle model presented by Liu[? ] is used to analyze the equations of motion of the full vehicle. Shown
in Figure 2.24, this model includes one cab, one frame, two suspensions, and four wheels. e cab is connected
to the frame with four 3-DOF viscoelastic elements, the frame is connected to the two suspensions with four
viscoelastic elements, and each wheel is connected to the ground through one viscoelastic element. As all the
major components are assumed to be 6-DOF rigid bodies, therefore, the number of DOF is 48 in total. However,
there is no direct relationship of the relative motion between unconnected components, so the whole vehicle
model can be considered as a group of 6-DOF systems and coupled 12-DOF systems. e equations of motion of
the full vehicle model can be obtained by assembling the appropriate submatrices together.
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Figure 2.24: Full vehicle model (reproduced from Liu[? ])
2.6 Comparisons of Simulations and Experiment
In this project, no experimental measurements have been conducted for validation of the simulation results.
When working in simulation alone, it is always a question if the results are trustworthy. However, in the area of
vehicle dynamics, the precision and consistency between computer aided simulation and experiment has been
well documented. For example, in 2014, using the soware Altair MotionView®, Ardiri et al[? ] designed a 10-DOF
mechanical model of a Paiggio scooter incorporating een rigid bodies. e numerical analysis result from
MotionView® is compared with the result based on a roller test bench, which is a severe test designed for reliability
studies of the scooter suspension components. As shown in Figure 2.25, the suspension stroke time histories in
the numerical analysis and experimental results agree quite well, in particular the two points corresponding to
the maximum compression and the maximum extension of the suspension. Also, due to the nonlinear asymmetric
damping used in the model, when cycled, the suspension exhibits a ‘jacking down’ phenomenon, where its
oscillation is not centered about the static equilibrium point. e agreement of the results concerning this eect
are fairly good too, with a reported discrepancy between experimental and simulation results of less than 5%.
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Figure 2.25: Model validation (reproduced from Ardiri[? ])
While the author does not discount the value of experimental results, it was decided that in this case, the
time and expense associated with the experiments required to validate the simulation results were not warranted.
Secondly, even in light of some small discrepancy between the simulation and experiment, the author is condent
that the simulation tools would be capable to accurately predict the trends and relative merit of the various
suspension congurations. e decision was made to proceed based on simulation results alone.
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Dynamic Model
3.1 Interconnected Suspension Design
3.1.1 SAE Baja
e SAE Baja is an annual design challenge event hosted by SAE International, as a part of their Collegiate Design
Series, where teams of undergraduate and graduate engineering students design, analyze, build, test and compete
in small o-road style race cars. Since 2000, the University of Windsor has taken part in this competition. e
University of Windsor Baja 2013 model has been chosen as the platform to implement the proposed interconnected
suspension in this project.
e computer aided engineering soware CATIA, by Dassault Syste`mes, was utilized to design three variations
of the suspension system:
conventional as designed by the 2013 UWindsor SAE Baja team, used a double A-arm style front suspension and
independent trailing arms for the rear suspension
anti-roll identical to the conventional suspension, but with an anti-roll bar added to the front suspension to
increase roll stiness
interconnected modied from the anti-roll bar conguration such that the anti-roll bar is now supported in a
mechanism that releases some deection from the bar during suspension twist motions
e CATIA model is shown in Figure 3.1.
3.1.2 Motivation and Novelty
For a traditional suspension, an increase in roll stiness is always accompanied with changes in the twist stiness.
is interconnected structure aims to increase the roll stiness with minimal inuence on the twist stiness of
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Figure 3.1: Interconnected suspension applied on the University of Windsor Baja car
the vehicle. is lightweight and compact suspension structure with four bell-cranks can t in this small o-road
vehicle appropriately, and maintains compatibility with the current suspension design. Potential negative eects,
such as collisions between the bell-cranks and the ground or tires, can be avoided. Also, the low cost of this all
mechanical design is aractive when considering the budget concerns for Baja vehicle.
e bell-cranks on each side of the vehicle are linked by a bar with negligible mass, modeled as a link constraint.
e two rear bell-cranks and the trailing arms are also linked, such that the rotation of rear bell-cranks is driven
by the rear suspension motion. e interconnection works like so: the deection of one rear suspension results in
motion of the rear bell-crank, which in turn drives the motion of the front bell-crank. e front bell-crank carries
the anti-roll bar, in place of the typical mounts xed to the chassis. As a result, opposing motions at either of the
rear suspension or the front suspension will result in twist in the anti-roll bar. If opposing motions occur at both
the front and rear suspensions, the amount of anti-roll bar twist depends on the relative directions. For a rolling
motion, where both front and rear suspensions move in the same direction, the anti-roll bar twist is increased. For
a warping motion, where the front and rear suspension move in opposing directions, the anti-roll bar twist is
minimized or eliminated.
It is important to note that the basic properties of the vehicle, such as the type of suspension mechanism, and
the associated geometry, were chosen by the 2013 SAE Baja team, and represents a baseline vehicle design on
which the interconnection mechanism is to be ed. e CATIA model was utilized to determine a set of feasible
dimensions for the anti-roll bar, and the interconnection mechanism. No aempts were made to optimize the
properties of the suspension or the interconnection mechanism. In fact, there is signicant design freedom in the
geometry of the mechanism such that it is possible to achieve a mathematically equivalent dynamic model of the
vehicle for many dierent physical congurations. e properties chosen were based on advice and the previous
practical experience of the team advisor.
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3.2 Multibody Model
In this work, a 13-DOF vehicle model is employed to simulate and analyze the interconnected suspension system.
Six of the degrees of freedom are the chassis motions, i.e., the three translations, and three rotations. e other
degrees of freedom are the relative motions of each of the four suspensions, and the three rotating motions of
wheels (note that the rear wheels must be rotated together with the same angular velocity due to the rear axle).
Clearly, from the examples in the literature, assembling the equations of motion for a full vehicle with many
components in a suitable soware is a challenging task, even more so when constraints are imposed on the motion.
In this work the soware tools EoM and Altair MotionView® are used to automatically build the vehicle equations
of motion, and analyze the linear and non-linear results.
e equations of motion are constructed based on the properties of the multibody model. Fourteen rigid bodies
are included in the models of all three congurations; the chassis, four wheels, the front suspension consisting of
an upper A-arm, a lower A-arm, and an upright on each side of the vehicle, the rear suspension consisting of
le and right trailing arms and the rear axle. In the anti-roll bar variation, two small rigid bodies are added to
represent the arms of the anti-roll bar, with a torsional spring connecting them. In the interconnected model, four
bell-cranks are added to connect the suspensions. With this structure, the roll stiness is expected to increase
with no change to the pitch and bounce stiness, and minimal change to twist stiness.
ere are thirty nine constraints in the conventional model. e upper and lower A-arms are connected to the
uprights by ball (or spherical) joints, and are both mounted to the chassis by hinge (or revolute) joints. A revolute
joint added between the front wheel and the upright represents the wheel bearing. In the rear, each trailing arm is
connected to the chassis with a revolute joint, and each rear wheel is connected to a trailing arm with a revolute
joint. e two wheels are connected to the rear axle by constant velocity joints, (similar in function to a universal
joint). With the additional torsional anti-bar mounted in the front of vehicle, the basic mechanical design is
unchanged, but there two additional rigid bodies, two additional revolute joints, and two additional massless links
to model the bar and its connections. In the interconnected model, four bell-cranks are mounted on the chassis
with revolute joints. e linkage connecting the front and rear bell-cranks is modelled as a massless link. e rear
bell-crank is connected to the trailing arm with another massless link, and the front bell-crank now carries the
front anti-roll bar. Note that each type of joint has diering numbers of constraints, e.g., a spherical joint imposes
three constraints, while a revolute joint adds ve. In the end, regardless of the interconnection mechanism, all
three variations have thirteen degrees of freedom.
For all three congurations, four coil springs appear as the shock absorbers, oering translational stiness
and damping between the wheels and chassis. e stiness of the springs is set at 20000 N/m and damping is 100
Ns/m. In the anti-roll bar model, a torsional spring with 4000 Nm/rad runs across the chassis laterally to play
the role of anti-roll bar. In the interconnected model, the torsional stiness is modied to be 2000 Nm/rad. e
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stiness alteration between the anti-roll bar and interconnected conguration aims to maintain a fair comparison
of total roll stiness, and focus on the impact of the interconnected suspension system. Meanwhile, each tire
contact is simulated as a bushing (or spring with zero free length), a vertical stiness with a value of 75000 N/m
is used; also each tire has lateral and longitudinal damping with a coecient of 2000 Ns/m. In reality, the tire
slip ratio and slip angle are the primary factors that determine tire longitudinal and lateral force, respectively.
However, for small values of slip, the behaviour is well approximated by linear relationships, and are eectively
equivalent to a linear damper in each direction. Note that all the parameters are consistent with the real values of
an SAE Baja vehicle.
3.3 Model in EoM Soware
EoM, an open source soware developed by University of Windsor Vehicle Dynamics and Control research group,
can be used to generate linear or linearized equations of motion for multibody mechanical system[? ]. It runs
under Matlab® or Octave, an open source code using nearly identical syntax. EoM conducts several analyses
on the linear equations, including modal analysis, frequency response, steady state sensitivity, static loads and
deections, and linear time history. e mass, damping, stiness and constraint Jacobian matrices can be built by
reading the information in the input le when EoM analyzes a multibody system. EoM forms the equations of
motion in a series of steps. First, the kinematic dierential equations, combined with the Newton-Euler equations
of motion, are combined in a rst order linear dierential equation:

I 0
0 M


Ûpx
Ûwx
 +

V −I
K C


px
wx
 =

0
fc + fa
 (3.1)
where theV matrix results from the linearization of the kinematic dierential equations, and theC matrix contains
the traditional viscous damping matrix, plus terms due to the inertia forces, i.e., centripetal forces and gyroscopic
moments. e stiness matrix K is the sum of terms resulting from deection of elastic elements, and additional
tangent stifness matrix terms. e mass matrix M results from the Newton-Euler equations, and is tri-diagonal as
is typical. e px vector represents the global locations and small angle orientations, and the wx represents the
body xed linear and angular velocities. e forces acting are the actuator forces fa, and the constraint force fc;
however, the constraint forces are eliminated through a coordinate reduction.
e linearized constraint equations are wrien as:

Bh 0
−BhV Bh
0 Bnh


Ûpx px
Ûwx wx
 =

0 0
0 0
0 0

(3.2)
where the Bh and Bnh matrices represent holonomic and nonholonomic constraint equations, respectively. Using
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an orthogonal complement to the constraint Jacobian, the set of dierential equations can reduced to a minimal
coordinate set, shown in standard descriptor state space form.

E 0
0 I


Ûx
y
 =

A B
C D


x
u
 (3.3)
3.3.1 System Elements in EoM
e EoM soware describes a mechanical system in its input le by breaking it into a series of items of various
types, e.g., rigid bodies, springs, bushings, sensors, etc. Each item type serves a specic purpose and has a number
of aributes. ese item types are listed and described in detail in Appendix C.
3.3.2 Tangent Stiness Matrix
One interesting feature of the EoM soware is its inclusion of the tangent stiness matrix. According to Minaker[?
], the tangent stiness matrix is used to refer to the terms in the stiness matrix that depend on the preloads in
the system, and not on any physical exibility. Ellis[? ] derives the relationship between the suspension spring
stiness and the vehicle motion by taking into consideration the preload of the weight of the vehicle. By an
energy balance, Equation 3.4 can be derived:
f dx = p dl (3.4)
or
f = p
dl
dx
(3.5)
where f represents the force between the wheel and ground and x represents the deection of the suspension.
Similarly, the compressive force in the spring is p and the length of the spring is l . e term dldx is known as the
motion ratio. Equation 3.6 can be dierentiated by x to nd the stiness:
d f
dx
=
dp
dx
dl
dx
+ p
d2l
dx2
(3.6)
where the term dfdx is dened as the wheel rate and can also be expressed as:
d f
dx
=
dp
dl
(
dl
dx
)2
+ p
d
dx
(
dl
dx
)
(3.7)
e wheel rate is the spring rate times the square of the motion ratio, plus the spring preload times the rate of
change of motion ratio. e second term can be considered as a tangent stiness. If the motion ratio is constant,
this term tends to be zero, but if the suspension has a rising rate, the tangent stiness term should contribute to
the wheel rate calculation.
In order to maximize the accuracy of the results in this project, the inuence of the tangent stiness matrix
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should be included in the EoM simulation. However, the Altair MotionView® soware is a commercial code, and
it is unclear how the stiness matrix is calculated there. In some experiments, the addition or deletion of gravity
induced preload shows no eect on the modal results computed by MotionView®, yet it does show a noticeable
eect in the non-linear transient solutions that are produced. is leads to challenges when comparing results
from the two soware tools. Gravity preload eects must be turned o in EoM to when comparing eigenvalue
results to MotionView®, but are otherwise included for maximum delity.
3.3.3 Model Properties
In the EoM multibody model, the structures of the three congurations are as described. e interconnected
conguration as animated by EoM is shown in Figure 3.2. e stiness and damping, and the locations of
connection and links in the interconnected suspension are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. e locations of the bodies
are shown in Table 3.3.
Figure 3.2: Baja structure model in EoM
Table 3.1: Stiness and dampings
No. Connection Name Stiness [N/m] Damping [Ns/m]
1 Le rear tire 75,000 0.0000 × 100
2 Right rear tire 75,000 0.0000 × 100
3 Le front tire 75,000 0.0000 × 100
4 Right front tire 75,000 0.0000 × 100
5 Le rear tire 0 5.0000 × 103
6 Right rear tire 0 5.0000 × 103
7 Le front tire 0 5.0000 × 103
8 Right front tire 0 5.0000 × 103
1 Le rear shock 20,000 1.0000 × 103
2 Right rear shock 20,000 1.0000 × 103
3 Le front shock 20,000 1.0000 × 103
4 Right front shock 20,000 1.0000 × 103
5 Anti roll bar 2,000 0.0000 × 100
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Table 3.2: Connection Locations
No. Connection Name Location [m] Location [m]
1 Le rear shock −0.087, 0.445, 0.672 −0.507, 0.445, 0.316
2 Right rear shock −0.087, −0.445, 0.672 −0.507, −0.445, 0.316
3 Le front shock 0.947, 0.252, 0.652 1.048, 0.467, 0.243
4 Right front shock 0.947, −0.252, 0.652 1.048, −0.467, 0.243
5 Anti roll bar 0.700, 0.255, 0.240 0.700, −0.255, 0.240
6 Le tie-rod 0.840, 0.206, 0.376 0.960, 0.564, 0.274
7 Right tie-rod 0.840, −0.206, 0.376 0.960, −0.564, 0.274
8 Le rear link −0.021, 0.360, 0.240 −0.140, 0.434, 0.310
9 Right rear link −0.021, −0.360, 0.240 −0.140, −0.434, 0.310
10 Le link 0.651, 0.255, 0.328 0.028, 0.360, 0.328
11 Right link 0.651, −0.255, 0.328 0.028, −0.360, 0.328
12 Le front drop link 0.970, 0.270, 0.304 0.970, 0.270, 0.240
13 Right front drop link 0.970, −0.270, 0.304 0.970, −0.270, 0.240
Table 3.3: Body Location and Properties
Body Name Location Mass Inertia (Ixx, Iyy, Izz) Inertia (Ixy, Iyz, Izx)
Chassis 0.260, 0.000, 0.568 200.000 27.000, 61.000, 61.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Le upper A-arm 0.994, 0.318, 0.435 0.683 0.008, 0.005, 0.010 0.001, −0.003, 0.000
Right upper A-arm 0.994, −0.318, 0.435 0.683 0.008, 0.005, 0.010 −0.001, 0.003, 0.000
Le lower A-arm 1.041, 0.378, 0.268 1.538 0.036, 0.014, 0.039 0.004, −0.012, 0.000
Right lower A-arm 1.041, −0.378, 0.268 1.538 0.036, 0.014, 0.039 −0.004, 0.012, 0.000
Le upright 1.039, 0.578, 0.279 0.640 0.001, 0.001, 0.001 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Right upright 1.039, −0.578, 0.279 0.640 0.001, 0.001, 0.001 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Le front wheel 1.041, 0.658, 0.253 5.556 0.134, 0.236, 0.134 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Right front wheel 1.041, −0.658, 0.253 5.556 0.134, 0.236, 0.134 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Le trailing arm −0.321, 0.434, 0.291 3.133 0.020, 0.112, 0.104 −0.003, 0.000, 0.031
Right trailing arm −0.321, −0.434, 0.291 3.133 0.020, 0.112, 0.104 0.003, 0.000, 0.031
Le rear wheel −0.524, 0.600, 0.253 5.556 0.134, 0.236, 0.134 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Right rear wheel −0.524, −0.600, 0.253 5.556 0.134, 0.236, 0.134 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Axle −0.524, 0.000, 0.253 5.000 0.338, 0.010, 0.338 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Le front arb bellcrank 0.651, 0.255, 0.279 0.090 0.000, 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Right front arb bellcrank 0.651, −0.255, 0.279 0.090 0.000, 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Le front arb 0.700, 0.255, 0.240 0.090 0.000, 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Right front arb 0.700, −0.255, 0.240 0.090 0.000, 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Le rear arb bellcrank 0.028, 0.360, 0.279 0.090 0.000, 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Right rear arb bellcrank 0.028, −0.360, 0.279 0.090 0.000, 0.000, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 0.000
Note: all values are given in standard metric units, i.e., [m], [kg], [kg·m2], and inertias are dened as the positive
integral over the body, e.g., Ixy = +
∫
rxrydm
e locations and directions of components are shown in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4: Connection Location and Direction
No. Connection Name Location [m] Unit Axis
1 Le CV −0.524, 0.450, 0.253 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
2 Right CV −0.524, −0.450, 0.253 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
3 Le upper A-arm hinge 0.976, 0.212, 0.476 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
4 Le lower A-arm hinge 1.018, 0.185, 0.309 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
5 Le upper ball-joint 1.040, 0.539, 0.350 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
6 Le lower ball-joint 1.060, 0.568, 0.207 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
7 Le front wheel bearing 1.041, 0.686, 0.253 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
8 Right upper A-arm hinge 0.976, −0.212, 0.476 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
9 Right lower A-arm hinge 1.018, −0.185, 0.309 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
10 Right upper ball-joint 1.040, −0.539, 0.350 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
11 Right lower ball-joint 1.060, −0.568, 0.207 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
12 Right front wheel bearing 1.041, −0.686, 0.253 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
13 Le trailing arm bearing −0.092, 0.429, 0.368 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
14 Right trailing arm bearing −0.092, −0.429, 0.368 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
15 Le rear wheel bearing −0.524, 0.492, 0.253 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
16 Right rear wheel bearing −0.524, −0.492, 0.253 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
17 Le front arb bellcrank mount 0.651, 0.255, 0.279 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
18 Right front arb bellcrank mount 0.651, −0.255, 0.279 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
19 Le rear arb bellcrank mount 0.028, 0.360, 0.279 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
20 Right rear arb bellcrank mount 0.028, −0.360, 0.279 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
21 Le arb mount 0.700, 0.255, 0.240 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
22 Right arb mount 0.700, −0.255, 0.240 0.000, 1.000, 0.000
23 Le rear tire −0.524, 0.600, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
24 Right rear tire −0.524, −0.600, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
25 Le front tire 1.041, 0.658, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
26 Right front tire 1.041, −0.658, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
27 Le rear tire −0.524, 0.600, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
28 Right rear tire −0.524, −0.600, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
29 Le front tire 1.041, 0.658, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
30 Right front tire 1.041, −0.658, 0.000 0.000, 0.000, 1.000
31 Constant Speed 0.260, 0.000, 0.568 1.000, 0.000, 0.000
e results of the EoM analysis are discussed in Chapter 4.
3.4 Model in Altair MotionView®
While the linear time-invariant multibody model has been built and analyzed in the soware EoM, a non-linear
model that is closer to reality is also used in this project. e standard computer aided engineering (CAE)
soware Altair Hyperworks® is employed, specically the MotionView® multibody dynamics tool. Not only does
MotionView® have the advantage of a graphical user interface (GUI), but also the response from dierent parts of
the model can be easily shown and animated for a comprehensive understanding based on the kind of the input
actuator.
Among the dierent solvers available, MotionView® supplies linear (modal analysis), transient (non-linear
time history), and static. A three dimensional multibody model of a full vehicle is built to extend the EoM result
of linear simulation and explore the performance of the non-linear simulation based on dierent types of road.
Based on this structure, three variations of the suspension are modeled and compared: conventional suspension,
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anti-roll bar suspension and interconnected suspension. e advantages and disadvantages are determined by
their driving comfort and grip with the ground.
In Altair MotionView®, the algorithms used to solve the equations of motion are based on the dierential-
algebraic equation (DAE) method. ere are four integrator types available. A DAE is an equation involving an
unknown function and its derivatives. A rst order DAE in its most general form is given by Campbell et al[? ] as:
F (t ,x ,x ′) = 0, t0 ≤ t ≤ tf (3.8)
where x = x(t), the unknown function, and F = F (t ,x ,x ′) have N components, denoted by xi and Fi , i = 1, 2, ...,N ,
respectively. Every DAE can be wrien as a rst order DAE. e term DAE is usually reserved for the case
when the highest derivative x ′ cannot be solved for in terms of t ,x , when Equation 3.8 is viewed as an algebraic
relationship between the variables t ,x ,x ′, i.e., the Jacobian ∂F/∂x ′ along a particular solution of the DAE may be
singular. Systems of equations like Equation 3.8 are also called implicit systems, generalized systems, or descriptor
systems. e DAE may be an initial value problem where x is specied at the initial time, x(t0) = x0, or a boundary
value problem, where the solution is subjected to N two-point boundary conditions д(x(t0),x(tf )) = 0.
e method of solution of a DAE depends on its structure. A special but important class of DAEs of the form
Equation 3.9 is the semi-explicit DAE or ordinary dierential equation (ODE) with constraints:
y ′ = f (t ,y, z)
0 = д(t ,y, z)
(3.9)
which appear frequently in engineering applications, notably multibody dynamics. Here д(t ,y, z) = 0 are the
explicit constraints used to model the connecting elements such as hinges and ball joints.
3.4.1 Linear Model
e interconnected suspension model is selected as an example of the basic structure, and is shown in Figure 3.3.
e three congurations were built and simulated in MotionView®. ere are three noteworthy points:
In the MotionView model, in all three congurations, the rear axle is modeled as two small half-axles, the
lengths of which are the same. ey are each connected to a rear wheel by a constant velocity joint, and to each
other with a telescopic joint. is allows for the change in length of the axle as the suspensions actuate in opposite
directions with large deections, to ensure the appropriate number of degrees of freedom in the rear suspension.
e damping and stiness between the tires and the ground are challenging to model. As opposed to the case
for the interface between tire and ground in the linear model, the vertical tire stiness in MotionView® is located
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at the centre of wheel. While this introduces a small error in the inuence of camber change on roll moment, it is
necessary to avoid the case where the wheel simply rolls forward and falls o the support, i.e., the vehicle ‘falls
down’ as a result of misalignment between the weight and the internal vertical reaction load. In this case, the
vehicle is eectively suspended from the top of the tire rather than resting on it. To avoid this problem entirely,
the tire would have to be treated as a surface-to-surface contact, rather than a point-to-point contact, which
signicantly complicates the analysis. e damping in the lateral and longitudinal direction remains located at
the ground surface.
All the ‘link’ items in EoM are reclassied as massless bodies in MotionView®, as there are no link constraints
available. e eective motion of the mechanism is exactly the same, but additional equations of motion and
additional constraint equations are required by the solver as a result. Where the link is represented as a single
constraint equation, the massless body requires six dierential equations, and seven constraints.
Figure 3.3: Baja MotionView® linear model
e linear modal analysis results from MotionView® are compared with those generated by EoM. e stability
properties, natural frequency, and damping ratio can be determined in those models based on an analysis of the
eigenvalues.
In the case of linear simulation, the soware EoM has notable advantages over MotionView®:
• It is incorporated directly into the Matlab® environment, oering convenient access to all the associated
data processing tools.
• e open source nature of EoM ensures that the analyst has full access to and knowledge of the algorithms
in use.
• Construction of the Altair model is more complex than EoM, e.g., the rigid point and link items in EoM
simplify the model construction.
• e outputs in EoM are more detailed. While the eigenvalue analysis can be obtained in MotionView®,
EoM also includes frequency response and steady state sensitivity by default, while these are not easily
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generated in MotionView®. Additionally, the actual equations of motion are returned in EoM, as opposed
to MotionView®, which returns only the solution to the equation of motion.
• As previously mentioned, the handling of the tangent stiness matrix is unclear in MotionView®.
3.4.2 Non-linear Model
Of course, the strength of MotionView® is its non-linear transient solver. In the non-linear model, four imaginary
ground bodies, instead of the global ground, are added to support the vehicle. As shown in Figure 3.4, a three-level
structure is utilized. e stiness and damping between the chassis and the tires are realized by the suspension,
and each tire is driven by an imaginary ground, to simulate the up-and-down disturbance of the road. e
imaginary ground is connected to the global ground with a translational joint, where one can apply any road
disturbance desired.
imaдinary plank
wheel
chassis
d1
d2
k1
k2
randommotion
Figure 3.4: Structure of the Baja non-linear model
e non-linear tire vertical stiness plot is shown as Figure 3.5; it clearly shows that when the tire leaves
the ground, the stiness becomes zero. When in contact, the tire force has a linear relationship with the tire
compression. is model is closer to the reality than the simple linear model, as it can properly simulate the case
when the vehicle leaves the ground.
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Figure 3.5: Vertical contact force between the tires and ground
e model with conventional suspension conguration is shown in Figure 3.6. In this model, the anti-roll bar
and coupling structure are removed and all the suspension stiness is supplied by the coil springs.
Figure 3.6: Baja model with conventional suspension
Shown in Figure 3.7, an anti-roll bar with stiness of 4000 Nm/rad is added. e anti-roll bar aims to increase
the roll stiness for reduced roll when the vehicle is cornering.
Figure 3.7: Baja model with anti-roll bar suspension
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e interconnected suspension model is shown in Figure 3.8. Two bell-cranks are mounted on each side of the
chassis to connected the front lower A-arm and rear trailing arm to build the coupling structure. In an additional
change from the anti-roll bar conguration, the torsional stiness of the anti-roll bar, now going through the
front bell-cranks, is modied to 2000 Nm/rad to provide a fair comparison with equivalent overall roll stiness to
the anti-roll bar conguration.
Figure 3.8: Baja model with interconnected suspension
e performance of the three congurations can be compared by exciting the vehicle with dierent road
disturbance. ese results are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 4
Simulation Results
4.1 Linear Simulation
In the area of multibody vehicle dynamics, several crucial parameters, such as time constants, natural frequencies
and damping ratios allow the design engineer to obtain a comprehensive and substantial view into the character-
istics of the vehicle design, to ensure handling control and driving comfort.
In this project, linear simulations are implemented in the soware EoM. Besides the stability and natural
frequencies which are determined by the eigenvalues, the frequency response is obtained for the three vehicle
congurations. e inputs to the vehicle are a roll moment applied to the chassis and a road displacement beneath
the right front tire. e outputs are the chassis vertical displacement measured at the wheel, the suspension
travel, and the tire compression. In addition to the frequency response, the the steady state gain, or the sensitivity
relating each output to each input can be found. e results determined in EoM will also be compared with
those from Altair MotionView®. It is noticeable that the gravity eect is not present within linear simulations in
MotionView®, implying that the tangent stiness matrix is not included in the equations of motion. As a result,
gravity eects are not included in the models used in the comparison.
4.1.1 Dynamic Stability
e second order dierential equation of motion can be expressed as:
M Üx +C Ûx + Kx = f (t) (4.1)
where M is the mass matrix of the system, C denotes the damping matrix, and K represents the stiness matrix.
When there is no perturbation force applied to the system (i.e., f (t) = 0), the dierential equation becomes
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homogeneous and its solution can be wrien:
x = βeα t (4.2)
where α represents the eigenvalues of the system. Note that β and α can be expressed as:
α = a + bi (4.3)
β = |D |eiϕs (4.4)
Substitute Equations 4.3and 4.4 into 4.2, and the solution of the dierential equation can be wrien as:
x = |D |eiϕse(a+bi)t (4.5)
According to the Euler’s formula, this can be expressed as:
x = |D |eat [cos(bt + ϕs) + i sin(bt + ϕs)] (4.6)
e stability of the system depends on the value of a; dierent cases of a are shown in Figure 4.1.
To illustrate the result more explicitly, the frequency of the sinusoidal signal and power of the exponential
signal, in this instance, are set to be 25 Hz and 0.5 /sec, respectively. From the gure, only when a < 0, the system
is stable, and the motion tends to zero. On the other hand, the rate of oscillation is determined by the imaginary
part b, which is the so-called damped natural frequency, of the corresponding eigenvalues.
e natural frequency ωn and damped natural frequency ωd can be wrien:
ωn =
√
a2 + b2 (4.7)
ωd =
√
1 − ζ 2ωn (4.8)
where ζ is dened as the damping ratio:
ζ =
−a√
a2 + b2
(4.9)
A damping ratio of zero implies an undamped system that oscillates forever, while a damping ratio of one represents
the transition between an oscillatory decay and an exponential decay, and is called critical damping.
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Figure 4.1: Stablity dependence on the value of a
4.1.2 Results in EoM
e results computed by EoM can be divided into three categories: a modal analysis, a frequency response analysis
and a steady state analysis.
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Modal Analysis
e rst step is to determine the eigenvalues, natural frequencies, damping ratios and time constants. A simple
summary is generated to describe the basic condition of the motions. As introduced in Chapter 3, there are
thirteen degrees of freedom existing in each model. According to the second order dierential equation, a pair of
conjugate solutions can be obtained from a free motion. erefore, twenty six eigenvalues should be generated.
However, the addition of a xed forward speed constraint adds an additional nonholonomic constraint that results
in one fewer equation, and one less eigenvalue.
As shown in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3, amongst the motions, seven are oscillatory, and the rest, where the
imaginary parts of the roots are zero, can be considered as overdamped motions. All the motions are predicted
to be stable, with negative real parts. Any motions where the eigenvalues are zero show no response to initial
conditions, and are referred to as rigid body modes. e EoM soware also generates Virtual Reality Modeling
Language (VRML) animations, providing a convenient method to display the mode shapes corresponding to the
specic eigenvalues. According to the analysis, the rigid body motions are a combination of lateral displacement,
longitudinal displacement, yaw displacement, and wheel angular displacement.
Table 4.1: Eigenvalues of conventional suspension
No. Real [rad/s] Imaginary [rad/s] Real [Hz] Imaginary [Hz]
1 −1.4079 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.2407 × 102 0.0000 × 100
2 −1.3792 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.1950 × 102 0.0000 × 100
3 −1.3652 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.1727 × 102 0.0000 × 100
4 −2.6610 × 102 0.0000 × 100 −4.2352 × 101 0.0000 × 100
5 −1.6598 × 102 0.0000 × 100 −2.6416 × 101 0.0000 × 100
6 −1.4493 × 101 8.8065 × 101 −2.3066 × 100 1.4016 × 101
7 −1.4493 × 101 −8.8065 × 101 −2.3066 × 100 −1.4016 × 101
8 −3.2128 × 101 9.2357 × 101 −5.1134 × 100 1.4699 × 101
9 −3.2128 × 101 −9.2357 × 101 −5.1134 × 100 −1.4699 × 101
10 −2.3432 × 101 9.4464 × 101 −3.7293 × 100 1.5034 × 101
11 −2.3432 × 101 −9.4464 × 101 −3.7293 × 100 −1.5034 × 101
12 −2.3261 × 101 9.7212 × 101 −3.7020 × 100 1.5472 × 101
13 −2.3261 × 101 −9.7212 × 101 −3.7020 × 100 −1.5472 × 101
14 −4.4828 × 100 1.5984 × 101 −7.1346 × 10−1 2.5439 × 100
15 −4.4828 × 100 −1.5984 × 101 −7.1346 × 10−1 −2.5439 × 100
16 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
17 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
18 −3.4587 × 100 1.1232 × 101 −5.5047 × 10−1 1.7877 × 100
19 −3.4587 × 100 −1.1232 × 101 −5.5047 × 10−1 −1.7877 × 100
20 −3.5820 × 100 1.0594 × 101 −5.7009 × 10−1 1.6861 × 100
21 −3.5820 × 100 −1.0594 × 101 −5.7009 × 10−1 −1.6861 × 100
22 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
23 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
24 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
25 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
Note: oscillatory roots appear as complex conjugates.
Shown as the imaginary part of Tables 4.1,4.2, and 4.3, three low frequency motions between 1.5 Hz and 3 Hz
and four high frequency motions between 14 Hz and 17 Hz are obtained. e characteristics can be compared by
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the natural frequencies in Table 4.4.
Table 4.2: Eigenvalues of anti-roll bar suspension
No. Real [rad/s] Imaginary [rad/s] Real [Hz] Imaginary [Hz]
1 −1.4079 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.2407 × 102 0.0000 × 100
2 −1.3792 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.1950 × 102 0.0000 × 100
3 −1.3652 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.1727 × 102 0.0000 × 100
4 −2.6567 × 102 0.0000 × 100 −4.2282 × 101 0.0000 × 100
5 −1.6599 × 102 0.0000 × 100 −2.6417 × 101 0.0000 × 100
6 −3.1989 × 101 9.2426 × 101 −5.0912 × 100 1.4710 × 101
7 −3.1989 × 101 −9.2426 × 101 −5.0912 × 100 −1.4710 × 101
8 −1.4497 × 101 8.8079 × 101 −2.3072 × 100 1.4018 × 101
9 −1.4497 × 101 −8.8079 × 101 −2.3072 × 100 −1.4018 × 101
10 −2.3709 × 101 1.0121 × 102 −3.7734 × 100 1.6109 × 101
11 −2.3709 × 101 −1.0121 × 102 −3.7734 × 100 −1.6109 × 101
12 −2.3432 × 101 9.4465 × 101 −3.7294 × 100 1.5035 × 101
13 −2.3432 × 101 −9.4465 × 101 −3.7294 × 100 −1.5035 × 101
14 −4.4805 × 100 1.5982 × 101 −7.1309 × 10−1 2.5436 × 100
15 −4.4805 × 100 −1.5982 × 101 −7.1309 × 10−1 −2.5436 × 100
16 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
17 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
18 −3.5492 × 100 1.2547 × 101 −5.6487 × 10−1 1.9969 × 100
19 −3.5492 × 100 −1.2547 × 101 −5.6487 × 10−1 −1.9969 × 100
20 −3.4599 × 100 1.1233 × 101 −5.5066 × 10−1 1.7878 × 100
21 −3.4599 × 100 −1.1233 × 101 −5.5066 × 10−1 −1.7878 × 100
22 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
23 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
24 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
25 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
Note: oscillatory roots appear as complex conjugates.
In Tables 4.1,4.2, and 4.3, the rst ve motions, of which the imaginary parts of eigenvalues are zero, can be
considered as overdamped motion, conrmed with the support of the VRML animations. e damped modes
consist of yaw velocity, wheel angular velocity and lateral velocity. e parts of the tables showing the oscillatory
motions are of the primary interest, particularly the low frequency motions, as the are associated with chassis
motion.
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Table 4.3: Eigenvalues of interconnected suspension
No. Real [rad/s] Imaginary [rad/s] Real [Hz] Imaginary [Hz]
1 −1.4079 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.2407 × 102 0.0000 × 100
2 −1.3792 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.1950 × 102 0.0000 × 100
3 −1.3652 × 103 0.0000 × 100 −2.1727 × 102 0.0000 × 100
4 −2.6544 × 102 0.0000 × 100 −4.2247 × 101 0.0000 × 100
5 −1.6597 × 102 0.0000 × 100 −2.6414 × 101 0.0000 × 100
6 −1.4493 × 101 8.8065 × 101 −2.3066 × 100 1.4016 × 101
7 −1.4493 × 101 −8.8065 × 101 −2.3066 × 100 −1.4016 × 101
8 −3.2253 × 101 9.2602 × 101 −5.1333 × 100 1.4738 × 101
9 −3.2253 × 101 −9.2602 × 101 −5.1333 × 100 −1.4738 × 101
10 −2.3529 × 101 9.9627 × 101 −3.7447 × 100 1.5856 × 101
11 −2.3529 × 101 −9.9627 × 101 −3.7447 × 100 −1.5856 × 101
12 −2.3432 × 101 9.4464 × 101 −3.7293 × 100 1.5034 × 101
13 −2.3432 × 101 −9.4464 × 101 −3.7293 × 100 −1.5034 × 101
14 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
15 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
16 −4.4828 × 100 1.5984 × 101 −7.1346 × 10−1 2.5439 × 100
17 −4.4828 × 100 −1.5984 × 101 −7.1346 × 10−1 −2.5439 × 100
18 −3.4587 × 100 1.1232 × 101 −5.5047 × 10−1 1.7877 × 100
19 −3.4587 × 100 −1.1232 × 101 −5.5047 × 10−1 −1.7877 × 100
20 −3.5257 × 100 1.2897 × 101 −5.6113 × 10−1 2.0526 × 100
21 −3.5257 × 100 −1.2897 × 101 −5.6113 × 10−1 −2.0526 × 100
22 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
23 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
24 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
25 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100
Note: oscillatory roots appear as complex conjugates.
As shown in Table 4.4, the low frequencies of the conventional suspension are 2.54 Hz for pitch, 1.78 Hz for
bounce and 1.54 Hz for roll. e motions associated with the various frequencies are determined by observation
of the modal animations. e results of the other two congurations are almost identical. It is noticeable that the
roll frequencies increase to 1.99 Hz and 2.05 Hz in anti-roll bar and interconnected suspension congurations,
respectively. is is expected, as the anti-roll bar does not aect the pitch and bounce motions, while it does have
an obvious inuence on roll motion.
e four high frequency motions correspond to ‘wheel hop’. An in phase wheel hop, and and out of phase
wheel hop mode is predicted for each axle. All the high frequencies are in the range between 13 Hz and 17 Hz.
Because the wheel hop frequencies are primarily determined by the much higher stiness between the tires and
ground rather than that of suspension, the high frequencies remain relatively constant for the three congurations.
As the warp motion of the suspension only appears in the wheel hop modes, the distinction between the two
congurations with modication is not apparent in the natural frequency results.
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Table 4.4: Natural frequency
No. Conventional Anti-roll bar Interconnected
1 – – –
2 – – –
3 – – –
4 – – –
5 – – –
6 1.4204 × 101 1.5566 × 101 1.4204 × 101
7 1.4204 × 101 1.5566 × 101 1.4204 × 101
8 1.5563 × 101 1.4207 × 101 1.5606 × 101
9 1.5563 × 101 1.4207 × 101 1.5606 × 101
10 1.5490 × 101 1.6545 × 101 1.6292 × 101
11 1.5490 × 101 1.6545 × 101 1.6292 × 101
12 1.5909 × 101 1.5490 × 101 1.5490 × 101
13 1.5909 × 101 1.5490 × 101 1.5490 × 101
14 2.6421 × 100 2.6417 × 100 –
15 2.6421 × 100 2.6417 × 100 –
16 – – 2.6421 × 100
17 – – 2.6421 × 100
18 1.8705 × 100 2.0752 × 100 1.8705 × 100
19 1.8705 × 100 2.0752 × 100 1.8705 × 100
20 1.7798 × 100 1.8707 × 100 2.1279 × 100
21 1.7798 × 100 1.8707 × 100 2.1279 × 100
22 – – –
23 – – –
24 – – –
25 – – –
Frequency Response
e frequency response of the three congurations is also analyzed. Results from the right front wheel of the
conventional suspension model are shown in Figure 4.2; one noteworthy point is that the y-axis is 20 times the
base 10 logarithm of the ratio of the vertical displacement of the vehicle part to the road vertical motion i.e., it is
expressed in units of decibels. e frequency domain can be divided into three ranges: (1) low frequency, below
the natural frequency of chassis bounce, (2) midrange frequency, between the natural frequency of chassis and
wheel hop, (3) high frequency, beyond the natural frequency of wheel hop.
e logarithmic plot shows the perturbation of road is almost entirely absorbed by the chassis in the low
frequency domain. At the beginning of the midrange, the chassis motion reaches its peak and is even larger than
the displacement of the road; this can be explained by a resonance. In the midrange between approximately 1
Hz to 10 Hz, the suspension takes charge of absorbing the disturbance, while the chassis motion decreases. e
resonance phenomenon of the suspension appears in the range between 11 Hz to 16 Hz, and then an obvious
increase of tire deection is shown in the high frequency domain.
In the ideal condition, the wider the midrange is, the beer the vehicle performs. If the energy is primarily
absorbed by chassis motion, driving comfort of the passengers is deteriorated. However, a balance has to be
struck between reducing the chassis motion frequencies, and controlling chassis motion under cornering and
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braking loads. Meanwhile, road grip is lost if the tire is employed to absorb the disturbance. e interconnected
suspension aims to improve driving comfort while avoiding the penalty of lost grip.
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Figure 4.2: Frequency response of baseline vehicle at right front corner to road displacement
Figure 4.3 shows the chassis motion of the three congurations in response to the road disturbance applied
on the right front wheel, where the sensor of the chassis is located adjacent to the wheel. e logarithmic plot
can illustrate the distinctions among the three congurations. e dierence primarily appears in the midrange
and it clearly shows that both anti-roll bar and interconnected suspension perform worse than the conventional
suspension, especially in the 2 Hz to 3 Hz band. is is reasonable because both the anti-roll bar and interconnected
structure increase the roll stiness, which leads to the driving comfort penalty. e three curves tend to be
identical when they reach the high frequency range.
Figure 4.4 shows the comparison of the suspension travel of the three congurations in response to the road
disturbance. e dierence primarily exists in the low and midrange frequencies, where both the interconnected
and conventional suspension perform beer than the anti-roll bar. is means that the interconnected suspension
is relatively more capable of reducing chassis motion without driver discomfort. e results also show strong
similarity in the high frequency domain.
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Figure 4.3: Frequency response showing chassis motion of vehicle at right front corner in
response to road displacement
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Figure 4.4: Frequency response showing suspension displacement at right front corner in
response to road displacement
Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of tire compression for the three congurations. As the ability of the tire to
absorb energy in the low frequency domain is almost negligible, only the plots in the midrange and high frequency
domain are selected and compared. e distinction only appears in the 2 Hz to 3 Hz band, where the performance
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of the congurations with modication can be considered as identical, but worse than the conventional suspension.
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Figure 4.5: Frequency response showing tire compression at right front corner in response to
road displacement
e frequency response of the three congurations to the rolling moment on the chassis oer lile extra
information, but are aached in Appendix B.1 for completeness.
Steady State Response
A steady state transfer function analysis is completed, and the results are shown in Tables 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7,
Table 4.5: Steady state results for the baseline conguration
No. Output/Input Gain
1 Front chassis motion/Front wheel bump 7.9772 × 10−1
2 Front chassis motion/Roll moment 5.4709 × 100
3 Front suspension travel/Front wheel bump −1.8457 × 10−1
4 Front suspension travel/Roll moment 4.9940 × 100
5 Front tire compression/Front wheel bump −1.7714 × 10−2
6 Front tire compression/Roll moment 4.7687 × 10−1
7 Rear tire compression/Front wheel bump −9.7282 × 10−1
8 Rear tire compression/Roll moment 6.4054 × 10−1
9 Roll sensor/Front wheel bump −7.4539 × 10−1
10 Roll sensor/Roll moment 1.0942 × 101
Note: the roll motion and moment are scaled by characteristic values
such that they are expressed in units of length, and thus all the steady
state values are unitless ratios
e rst noteworthy point is the comparison of the ratio of chassis rolling angle to the applied roll moment.
e roll exibility is particularly related to the cornering condition where a roll moment can be sustained.
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Corresponding to the results obtained in the eigenvalue analysis, the roll stiness increases in both the anti-roll
bar and interconnected congurations. e ratio is 10.94 for the conventional conguration, 7.66 for the anti-roll
bar conguration, and 8.04 for the interconnected conguration. Both the modied suspensions show increased
roll stiness, but the interconnected conguration provides a larger increase, even though the torsional stiness
of the anti-roll bar in the anti-roll bar conguration is twice as large.
Table 4.6: Steady state results for the interconnected conguration
No. Output/Input Gain
1 Front chassis motion/Front wheel bump 8.1043 × 10−1
2 Front chassis motion/Roll moment 3.8304 × 100
3 Front suspension travel/Front wheel bump −1.7141 × 10−1
4 Front suspension travel/Roll moment 3.2971 × 100
5 Front tire compression/Front wheel bump −1.8152 × 10−2
6 Front tire compression/Roll moment 5.3334 × 10−1
7 Rear tire compression/Front wheel bump −9.7220 × 10−1
8 Rear tire compression/Roll moment 5.6039 × 10−1
9 Roll sensor/Front wheel bump −7.1996 × 10−1
10 Roll sensor/Roll moment 7.6609 × 100
Secondly, it is important to focus on the comparison of the ratio of chassis motion to wheel input, which
can reect the driving comfort directly. e results agree with the frequency response analysis. In the steady
state analysis, the conventional suspension has the best performance to absorb the road disturbance with the
ratio 0.798 compared with 0.810 for interconnected conguration and 0.855 for anti-roll bar conguration. is
illustrates that the interconnected and anti-roll bar congurations both sacrice some driving comfort compared
with conventional suspension, but the penalty of the interconnected suspension is only 21.4% of the anti-roll bar
model.
Table 4.7: Steady state results for front anti-roll bar conguration
No. Output/Input Gain
1 Front chassis motion/Front wheel bump 8.5456 × 10−1
2 Front chassis motion/Roll moment 4.0235 × 100
3 Front suspension travel/Front wheel bump −1.2209 × 10−1
4 Front suspension travel/Roll moment 3.4031 × 100
5 Front tire compression/Front wheel bump −2.3350 × 10−2
6 Front tire compression/Roll moment 6.2042 × 10−1
7 Rear tire compression/Front wheel bump −9.6604 × 10−1
8 Rear tire compression/Roll moment 4.6790 × 10−1
9 Roll sensor/Front wheel bump −6.3171 × 10−1
10 Roll sensor/Roll moment 8.0470 × 100
Lastly, it is noteworthy to compare the front tire compression to rear tire compression in response to the roll
moment. is is an important parameter for the roll stiness distribution. e tables show that the conventional
suspension makes this 0.477 : 0.641 or 43% : 57%. e anti-roll bar suspension has this ratio of 0.620 : 0.468 or
57% : 43% and the interconnected suspension has the ratio of 0.533 : 0.560 or 49% : 51%. e roll stiness of the
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conventional conguration is biased towards the rear while the anti-roll bar conguration is biased towards the
front. It is close to being balanced in the interconnected conguration. is results show the anti-roll bar makes
the roll stiness have a forward tendency while the interconnected structure can ease this tendency and distribute
the roll stiness more evenly. is factor is important as the ratio of roll stiness distribution can aect vehicle
handling tendencies. Too much front stiness leads to understeer, or poor cornering performance, while too much
rear roll stiness can lead to oversteer and yaw instability.
4.1.3 Results in Altair MotionView®
e results of obtained from linear simulation in EoM are compared with those developed in Altair MotionView®.
e basic structures of the three congurations are almost same as those in EoM; all the bodies are eectively
the same. For brevity, the eigenvalue results of Altair MotionView® are aached in Appendix B.2. Among the
oscillatory motions, four high and three low frequency oscillatory modes appear, and the values very nearly the
same as those predicted in EoM. is comparison improves condence in the reliability and accuracy of the linear
simulation.
4.2 Non-linear Simulation
To beer explore the characteristics of the three congurations, a non-linear time history analysis, which is more
consistent with the real condition, is also conducted.
First, a step input signal is applied on the vehicle. In response to this step signal, the static deection of the
vehicle is available aer a drastic vehicle oscillation. e ratios of the motion of dierent vehicle components in
response to the step signal are calculated to compare with the steady state gains predicted in EoM.
rough the frequency response of the three congurations in EoM, some obvious distinctions appear in
some specic points in the frequency domain. So, some sinusoidal signals of diering frequency are next selected
to be the road disturbance. e ratios of the motions of the vehicle components to those sinusoidal signals are
compared to the frequency response in EoM. It is noticeable that the logarithmic data in EoM is required to be
transformed from units of decibels back into percentages.
In addition, random road proles are employed to test the vehicle performance when confronting dierent
levels of road roughness, especially the o-road condition. e code that is used to generate the random road,
aached in the Appendix A.1 at the end of this thesis, is prepared in Matlab®.
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4.2.1 Step Signal Results
Denition
In engineering applications, the step signal is a frequently encountered function whose value changes abruptly
in the time domain. e unit step signal, also called the Heaviside step signal, can be considered as a specic
example.
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Figure 4.6: Unit step signal in time domain
As shown in Figure 4.6, the unit step signal u(t) can be dened as:
u(t) =

0, t < 0
1, t ≥ 0
(4.10)
where u is function of time t , and u has value of zero when time is negative (before ‘ipping the switch’), and
value of one when time is positive. With the Laplace transform function:
F (s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−st f (t)dt (4.11)
e expression of the unit step signal in the frequency domain can be expressed as:
L(u(t)) = 1/s (4.12)
where s is the complex frequency parameter.
Steady State Response to Step Signal
From Figure 4.7, the step signal can be considered as a continuous function in frequency domain, the ratios of
vehicle ultimate static state to the amplitude of the step signal are compared with the steady state gains. In this
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case, the forward velocity of the vehicle is modied to be 0 m/s in both sowares.
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Figure 4.7: Unit step signal in frequency domain
Tables 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 show the static ratio of chassis motion, suspension travel, and tire compression to the
step signal applied on the right front wheel.
Table 4.8: e ratio of vehicle chassis motion to the step
signal in the steady state
Soware Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Altair 8.4800 × 10−1 9.0000 × 10−1 8.4300 × 10−1
EoM 8.2500 × 10−1 8.7800 × 10−1 8.2600 × 10−1
Notes: measured with the sensor of the chassis located adjacent
to the right front wheel.
Table 4.9: e ratio of vehicle suspension travel to the step
signal in the steady state
Soware Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Altair −1.5900 × 10−1 −1.0400 × 10−1 −1.5800 × 10−1
EoM −1.3800 × 10−1 −8.0800 × 10−2 −1.4400 × 10−1
Notes: measured with the sensor of the chassis motion located in
the center of the right front wheel.
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Table 4.10: e ratio of vehicle tire compression to the step
signal in the steady state
Soware Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Altair −1.4800 × 10−2 −1.8300 × 10−2 −1.5000 × 10−2
EoM −1.3300 × 10−2 −1.5700 × 10−2 −1.3400 × 10−2
Notes: measured with the sensor of the chassis motion located
between the right front wheel and the ground.
To more clearly illustrate the dierence between the three congurations, the ratios are ploed in the time
domain in Figures 4.8, 4.9, and 4.10 for all congurations. e step input signals are used as a baseline.
From Figure 4.8 and Table 4.8, both the conventional and interconnected suspensions perform beer than
the anti-roll bar conguration with a ratio 90%; this result corresponds to the outcome predicted using EoM. A
noteworthy point is that the results show the interconnected conguration even has a lile advantage over the
conventional suspension, which is not indicated in the linear EoM results, but there is lile dierence otherwise.
Based on Figure 4.9 and Table 4.9, the suspension travel, with a ratio 10.4%, has a relatively bad performance
in anti-roll bar conguration, while the other two congurations are about the same. is result also agrees with
that predicted in EoM. But, analogous to the analysis of the chassis vertical motion, the ratios of interconnected
and conventional congurations appear to show lile dierence.
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Figure 4.8: e chassis vertical motion in response to a step signal
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Figure 4.9: e suspension travel in response to a step signal
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Figure 4.10: e tire compression in response to a step signal
At last, the results in Figure 4.10 and Table 4.10 show the ratio of tire compression to the step signal for the
three congurations. e linear and non-linear results are very consistent. Aer a high frequency oscillation,
the tire compression turns constant. e ratios of the nal tire compression to the road displacement are in
the range between 0.013 and 0.015 in all three congurations. No obvious dierence appears between the three
congurations, as expected, because the tire does not play an important role in the low and midrange frequency
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domain.
4.2.2 Non-linear Frequency Response
With the widely used fast Fourier transform (FFT), it is possible to nd a comprehensive description of a mathe-
matical function or a signal in its frequency domain. As the frequency response analysis results from EoM show,
the performance of dierent vehicle component motions responding to a road disturbance can be easily obtained
in the frequency domain. In this section, a comparison is made between the linear and non-linear simulations in
regards to the response to a sinusoidal input. Of course, it is not mathematically possible to conduct a frequency
response analysis in the same manner in a non-linear set of equations. As a result, a time domain response to a
sine wave input at a xed frequency is computed for the non-linear model, and repeated with varying frequencies.
Aer some initial transients have decayed, the maximum amplitude of the response signal is found from the time
domain, and the ratio this amplitude to the input amplitude is compared with the appropriate point on the linear
frequency response curves found in EoM.
Response to Sinusoidal Road
In the frequency analysis in EoM, the domain can be divided into three ranges: (a) low frequency, from 0 Hz
to 1 Hz; (b) midrange, between 1 Hz and 10 Hz; (3) high frequency, 10 Hz to 100 Hz. Based on the outcomes in
EoM, the distinctions between the three suspension congurations primarily happen in the low and midrange
frequency regions. To compare with the frequency domain analysis, three signals with frequency 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz
and 10 Hz are selected. In this test, the sinusoidal signals are applied as the motions of the ground under the right
front wheel for the all three congurations.
In order to allow a comparison, the results of the linear frequency response analysis are transferred from a
logarithmic scale to a percentage with the function:
y =
( x
20
)10
(4.13)
where x , y are the numbers in the logarithmic scale and the equivalent percentage, respectively.
According to Table 4.12, both the conventional and interconnected congurations have a beer performance
than the anti-roll bar in response to a 0.5 Hz and 1 Hz sinusoidal signal. is result clearly shows that the inter-
connected structure can reduce the driving comfort penalty when compared with the anti-roll bar conguration.
When the frequency reaches 10 Hz, the chassis motions of the three congurations show lile dierence, which
can be explained as the energy of the road disturbance is absorbed by the tires in the high frequency range. As
shown in Table 4.11, the results obtained in EoM also agree with the trends identied in the non-linear simulations.
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Table 4.11: e ratio of vehicle chassis motion to sinusoidal input
signal in EoM
Frequency [Hz] Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
5.0000 × 10−1 9.1400 × 10−1 9.6000 × 10−1 8.9000 × 10−1
1.0000 × 100 1.1300 × 100 1.1730 × 100 1.0920 × 100
1.0000 × 101 1.7200 × 10−1 1.7300 × 10−1 1.7200 × 10−1
Table 4.12: e ratio of vehicle chassis motion to sinusoidal input
signal in Altair
Frequency [Hz] Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
5.0000 × 10−1 8.8500 × 10−1 9.4100 × 10−1 8.8300 × 10−1
1.0000 × 100 1.0640 × 100 1.1350 × 100 1.0650 × 100
1.0000 × 101 1.7500 × 10−1 1.7500 × 10−1 1.7500 × 10−1
Note: the time range is set to be 10 s and sampling frequency is 100 Hz
e ratios of the suspension travel for three congurations in response to the sinusoidal signal are listed in
the Tables 4.13 and 4.14. As expected, when confronted with the 0.5 Hz road disturbance, both the interconnected
and conventional suspensions have a longer suspension travel, which indicates a beer capacity to absorb energy.
When the frequency of input increases to 1 Hz, the suspension travel of interconencted conguration decreases
and is worse than the other two suspensions. e distinction amongst the three congurations grows smaller and
smaller as the frequency increases. e ratios of the suspension travel are almost identical with a 10 Hz sinusoidal
input signal.
Table 4.13: e ratio of suspension travel to sinusoidal input signal
in EoM
Frequency [Hz] Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
5.0000 × 10−1 8.9500 × 10−2 4.5100 × 10−2 9.8700 × 10−2
1.0000 × 100 2.4000 × 10−1 2.1600 × 10−1 1.4400 × 10−1
1.0000 × 101 1.4120 × 100 1.3500 × 100 1.3820 × 100
Table 4.14: e ratio of suspension travel to sinusoidal input signal
in Altair
Frequency [Hz] Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
5.0000 × 10−1 1.0600 × 10−1 5.8300 × 10−2 1.1300 × 10−1
1.0000 × 100 1.9000 × 10−1 1.7800 × 10−1 1.1900 × 10−1
1.0000 × 101 1.3750 × 100 1.3450 × 100 1.3740 × 100
Note: the time range is set to be 10 s and sampling frequency is 100 Hz
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In Tables 4.15 and 4.16, the results show that the tire compression from the sinusoidal signal shows no signicant
dierence amongst the three congurations. e result is reasonable because while the tire plays an important
role to absorb road energy instead of generating chassis motion or suspension travel, signicant tire compression
usually occurs only as frequency increases.
Table 4.15: e ratio of tire compression to sinusoidal input in
EoM
Frequency [Hz] Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
5.0000 × 10−1 8.1700 × 10−3 9.7600 × 10−3 8.0100 × 10−3
1.0000 × 100 2.8200 × 10−2 3.1100 × 10−2 2.5600 × 10−2
1.0000 × 101 7.0600 × 10−1 6.4100 × 10−1 6.7200 × 10−1
Table 4.16: e ratio of tire compression to sinusoidal signal in
Altair
Frequency [Hz] Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
5.0000 × 10−1 9.3800 × 10−3 1.1680 × 10−2 9.2720 × 10−3
1.0000 × 100 2.5000 × 10−2 3.0100 × 10−2 2.2100 × 10−2
1.0000 × 101 7.0000 × 10−1 6.3500 × 10−1 6.5000 × 10−1
Notes: e time range is set to be 10 s and sampling frequency is 100
Hz
4.2.3 Random Road Response
To further explore the performance and make a more clear comparison of the three suspension models, simulations
are conducted utilizing random road proles, as have been introduced in Chapter 2. is simulation is done to
examine the performance of the dierent models when confronted with a wide range of road roughness classes.
Vehicle motions such as twist, roll, pitch and bounce, as presented in Chapter 2, are produced according to the
combinations of random roads applied on the wheels. In this analysis, the compression forces between the tire
and the ground, generated as a result of the random road disturbance, are extracted and analyzed for all three
congurations.
In the previous analyses, both linear and non-linear simulations have been done. e analysis in Altair
MotionView® in response to the step input signal and sinusoidal signal, shows consistency with the frequency
response analysis and steady state gains in EoM. In this analysis, two short sample roads will be used to show
the consistency of the linear and non-linear simulations using a single conguration. Following this comparison,
the non-linear simulations only will be used to evaluate the performance of the three congurations to multiple
random roads.
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Grip, dened as the capacity of the vehicle to ‘hold’ the ground, is always considered as an important factor
to describe the vehicle handling and control. When considering tire grip, it is important to recognize that the
contact force contains both a uctuating component due to disturbances, as well as a steady component due
to vehicle weight. In general, large uctuations in the tire compressive forces tend to reduce grip, as it reduces
the value of the minimum contact force between the tire and the ground. As a result a mathematical tool called
standard deviation is introduced to complete the comparison of grip for the three congurations. e frequency
distributions of the force are ploed in response to the kinds of random road as well.
Random Road Generation
As introduced in Chapter 2, the classication of the longitudinal road prole, which shows the design grades and
roughness, is based on the ISO 8606 standard, as determined by the power spectral density(PSD). In this thesis, a
function is developed in Matlab® to produce classes of random roads according to their PSD.
During the simulation, a road prole of length is 100 m is selected, a velocity of 10 m/s given to the vehicle
model. e sampling frequency is set at 512 Hz. e road prole is classied by an integer from 3–9, which
corresponds to the transitions between ISO classes A–H. For example, class 3 is equal to the transition between A
and B class, which is smooth (hmax ≈ ±15 mm) and class 9 refers to the G-H transition, which is rough (hmax ≈ ±100
mm).
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Figure 4.11: Random road time-history classication
e output of this random road function includes both the time history plots shown in Figure 4.11 and the PSD
plot shown in Figure 4.12. ese random roads are used as the inputs of the Baja full vehicle MotionView® model.
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e PSD plot describes the strength of the variations (energy) as a function of frequency. Figure 4.12 shows that
although the amplitude increases with the level of the random road, the main oscillations remain concentrated
in the range 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz. In this analysis, only level 3–6 random roads are considered, as all three vehicle
congurations begin to lose ground contact under the eect of level 7 or higher random road.
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Figure 4.12: Random road frequency-domain classication
Comparison of Linear and Non-linear Simulations Time History
As noted by Sullivan[? ], the response of a non-linear system to a suciently small input signal with will appear
linear. To demonstrate the consistency of the linear and non-linear models in this project, a very smooth road is
applied on the front right wheel in both the linear and non-linear interconnected models. e chassis response
is shown in Figure 4.13, which clearly shows that, as expected, the linear and non-linear models behave almost
identically in this scenario. As a comparison, a level 5 random road is also utilized to test the dierence between
the linear and non-linear models.
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Figure 4.13: Chassis vertical displacement with level 1 random road
e displacement of the chassis vertical motion is shown in Figure 4.14. With the level 5 random road, although
there is still a strong similarity, an obvious distinction now exists between the linear and non-linear model results.
Contrasting the simulation results using the very smooth road illustrates the dierence in behavior between the
linear and non-linear models.
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Figure 4.14: Chassis vertical displacement with level 5 random road
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Standard Deviation
In statistics, the standard deviation can be used to quantify the amount of variation or dispersion of an array
of data values. In this chapter, the tire force can be considered as a set of discrete data values, so the standard
deviation can be expressed as:
σsd =
√
1
N
[(F1 − F0)2 + (F2 − F0)2 + ... + (FN − F0)2] (4.14)
where:
F0 =
1
N
(F1 + F2 + ... + FN ) (4.15)
i.e., σsd is the standard deviation, N is the number of data samples, FN is the N th data point of the tire force, and
F0 is the mean value of all the samples.
In response to the random road, the tire force of the three congurations varies over time. e smaller the
variation is, the larger the tire grip is. Based on the standard deviation, the grip of each conguration can be
assessed.
Level 3 Random Road
As shown in Figure 4.15, the amplitude of the level 3 random road, applied on the right front wheel of the three
congurations, is between −0.02 and 0.015 meters. Based on the PSD, the frequency is mainly concentrated in the
range 0.01 Hz to 1 Hz. Compared with the other random roads, the level 3 random road is the mildest one. Ten
seconds of the random road simulation are considered.
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Figure 4.15: Level 3 random road
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Figure 4.16 shows the force between front right tire and the ground for the three congurations. It clearly
illustrates that all the models obtain ideal grip as the compression force, having an oscillation between 500 N and
700 N, can be considered as relatively stable. e smallest force value of about 350 N is reached around 8.3 s, and
although this force strays from the regular values, it is reasonable because the contact between tire and ground is
maintained.
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Figure 4.16: e tire force of three congurations in response to the level 3 random road
e standard deviations and mean values of the force between the front right tire and ground are shown
in Table 4.17 for the three congurations. e mean values of the compression force are 578.99 N, 580.85 N
and 581.03 N, for the conventional, anti-roll bar and interconnected congurations, respectively. e standard
deviations are 64.561 N, 63.847 N and 64.303 N for the conventional, anti-roll bar and interconected suspensions.
e interconnected suspension has a very slightly beer performance to keep the wheel contacting the ground
than the conventional suspension, while is not as good as anti-roll bar conguration.
Table 4.17: e standard deviations and mean values of the three
congurations in response to the level 3 random road
Method Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Standard deviation 6.4561 × 101 6.3847 × 101 6.4303 × 101
Mean value 5.7899 × 102 5.8085 × 102 5.8103 × 102
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Level 4 Random Road
e level 4 random road is shown in Figure 4.17. e peak point of about 0.04 m is reached at around 7 s and the
deep point of about −0.02 m around 5.2 s; the slope of this road increases evidently over that of the level 3 road.
e compression forces between the tire and the ground in response to a level 4 random road are shown
in Figure 4.18 for the three congurations. ey primarily oscillate in the range from 350 N to 800 N. At 7 s
the smallest force of about 200 N occurs; it is consistent with the drastic bump leading to an upward motion in
Figure 4.17. Overall, the three congurations never lose grip and keep ground contact when faced with level 4
random road.
Table 4.18 describes the mean values and standard deviations of the front right wheel force with ground. e
mean values for the three congurations are almost identical (as expected). e dierence in standard deviation
for the level 4 random road reects the same trend when compared with the results for the level 3 road. With the
value 128.87 N, the anti-roll bar conguration shows its advantage over both the conventional and interconected
ones, with values of 130.93 N and 129.51 N, respectively. In this case, the anti-roll bar also provides a more stable
grip than the others and the interconnected conguration has a slight advantage over the conventional one.
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Figure 4.17: Level 4 random road
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Figure 4.18: e tire force of three congurations in respond to the level 4 random road
Table 4.18: e standard deviations and mean values of the three
congurations in response to the level 4 random road
Method Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Standard deviation 1.3093 × 102 1.2887 × 102 1.2951 × 102
Mean value 5.7659 × 102 5.7760 × 102 5.7846 × 102
Level 5 Random Road
As shown in Figure 4.19, the amplitude of the level 5 random road applied on the right front tire varies from
−0.08 m at 3.2 s to 0.05 m at 5.5 s. e resulting compression force between the tire and the ground for the three
congurations is shown in Figure 4.20. When compared with the results in response to the level 3 and level 4
random roads, the compression force shows severe oscillations from about 200 N to 1000 N. It is noticeable that the
forces reach zero at some points, which means the vehicle leaves the ground and loses grip; ideally this condition
should be avoided. Figure 4.20 shows that most of the zero-force points happen on the conventional suspension,
which indicates that the congurations with modication provide assistance to prevent the vehicle losing grip.
In Table 4.19, the standard deviation and mean value of force in response to the level 5 random road for
the three congurations are listed. e standard deviation results of the level 5 random road correspond to the
earlier results. e anti-roll bar conguration holds the rst place with 128.87 N to oer a more stable grip, while
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interconnected conguration shows a slight advantage over the conventional one.
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Figure 4.19: Level 5 random road
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Figure 4.20: e tire force of three congurations in respond to the level 5 random road
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Table 4.19: e standard deviations and mean values of the three
congurations in reponse to the level 5 random road
Method Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Standard deviation 2.6194 × 102 2.5898 × 102 2.6049 × 102
Mean value 5.8098 × 102 5.8156 × 102 5.8248 × 102
Level 6 Random Road
Compared with the level 3, 4 and 5 random roads, the amplitude of the level 6 random road increases substantially.
e peak of 0.1 m and boom of −0.18 m are reached at 4 s and 1 s, as shown in Figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.21: Level 6 random road
e compression force of the right front tire with ground is shown in Figure 4.22 for the three congurations.
As a result of the rough road, drastic oscillations happen with several zero-force points and the largest forces are
up to 2000 N, which means the vehicles have a signicant wheel motions. In this case, all the three congurations
tend to leave the ground and lose grip. It should be considered that the Baja vehicle is designed for severe o-road
conditions, and it is quite important that it can overcome the most severe random road possible. Based on the
dynamic animations generated by MotionView®, all the vehicle models can still maintain an upright condition on
the level 6 road.
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Figure 4.22: e tire force of the three congurations in response to the level 6 random road
As listed in Table 4.20, the mean values are 571.90 N, 568.82 N and 572.29 N for conventional, anti-roll bar
and interconnected congurations, respectively. Compared with the results above, the mean values of tire forces
decrease signicantly. It is highly possible that the drastic wheel-hop leads to the results because of the loss of
grip. e standard deviation still basically corresponds to the results in the lower level random road. e anti-roll
bar suspension still performs the best in this comparison with a value 442.46 N while the others measure 447.90
N and 445.76 N for conventional and interconnected congurations, respectively.
Table 4.20: e standard deviations and mean values of the three
congurations in response to the level 6 random road
Method Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
Standard deviation 4.4790 × 102 4.4246 × 102 4.4576 × 102
Mean value 5.7190 × 102 5.6882 × 102 5.7229 × 102
Finally, the dashed line charts of standard deviation and mean value of tire force are shown in Figure 4.23
and 4.24. It clearly illustrates that the standard deviations of three congurations all grow larger with the
increasing level of random roads, and both the anti-roll bar and interconnected congurations do a beer job than
the conventional conguration.
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Figure 4.24: Mean value
e anti-roll bar suspension clearly provides a smaller deviation in the compression force than the others
for the level 3, 4, and 5 random roads, but the distinction is unexpectedly small. For the level 6 road, the results
appear consistent, but the large number of instances where the vehicle is not in contact with the road clouds the
results somewhat.
Finally, as an alternative to using the standard deviation as a means of assessing the tire grip, an integration to
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compute the area under the PSD curve of the resulting tire force was also explored. In general, the trends agree
with the results obtained from the standard deviation calculations, but it was dicult to draw any meaningful
conclusions from the PSD curves themselves. e results are shown in the Appendix B.3.
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Figure 4.25: e frequency distribution of tire force for dierent random roads
e frequency distribution of tire compression force in response to the dierent random roads is shown in
Figure 4.25, the force for the level 3 road mainly concentrates in the range of 400 N to 800 N and the most frequent
force is around 590 N. Between 200 N and 900 N, the range for level 4 random road tends to be wider and the
force frequency distribution becomes more dispersed. For the level 5 random road, the zero-force points begin to
appear and the peak of the distribution happens around 560 N. Finally, the distribution becomes more scaered
and the majority of the forces are zero-force points for the level 6 random road.
4.3 Summary
In this chapter, both linear and non-linear simulations of a conventional, an anti-roll bar and an interconnected
suspension conguration are presented. Two sowares, Altair MotionView® and EoM are employed to complete
the analysis. All the congurations use models with thirteen degrees of freedom.
In the linear simulation, based on the modal analysis in EoM, both the anti-roll bar and the interconnected
suspension congurations demonstrate the predicted increased roll stiness. e modal analysis shows lile
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distinction between the two modied congurations. With a road disturbance applied on the right front wheel,
the frequency response result shows that the interconnected suspension can improve the roll stiness and provide
a longer suspension travel with less comfort penalty than the anti-roll bar conguration. In the steady state gain
analysis, it is conrmed that the interconnected suspension can provide a larger roll stiness even if the stiness
of its anti-roll bar is only half of that of anti-roll bar conguration. Meanwhile, the interconnected suspension
can distribute the roll stiness more evenly with the front and rear tire compression force ratio almost 1 : 1. e
modal analysis conducted in Altair MotionView® also supports the results obtained from EoM.
In the non-linear simulation completed in Altair MotionView®, a step signal disturbance is applied on the
right front wheel. e time domain response is allowed to reach steady state, and the nal values are retreived.
e results are consistent with the results in linear steady state gain analysis; the interconnected suspension can
increase the roll stiness with less comfort penalty than the anti-roll bar conguration. en three sinusoidal
signal disturbances with 0.5 Hz, 1 Hz, and 10 Hz are employed. e magnitude of the time domain response is
found aer the transients have disappeared. e result is compared to the linear frequency response, and shows
high agreement. At last, four random roads are considered and the results show the interconnected suspension can
increase the tire grip, but less than the anti-roll conguration, according the standard deviation of the right front
wheel compression force. However, only a very small dierence was detected between the three congurations,
in contrast to expectations.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions, Contribution, and
Recommendations
5.1 Conclusions
is project aimed to explore the properties of a novel interconnected suspension conguration, which could
potentially improve suspension performance. e expectation was that the increase in roll stiness without the
accompanying increase in twist stiness should theoretically oer an improvement in tire grip and less comfort
penalty. However, the results do not reach the expectation.
Based on the results in the linear analysis, it appears that the interconnected suspension oers only a small
performance advantage compared to the other congurations. By increasing the roll stiness, the interconnected
suspension can provide reduced roll motion with less comfort penalty when compared with the anti-roll bar
model. However, the advantage disappears at high frequency, indicating that the interconnected suspension might
be more suitable in o-road style application, where the disturbance would tend to be of larger amplitude and
lower frequency. Additionally, based on the contact force acting between the tire and the ground predicted by a
non-linear random road simulation, there is lile to distinguish the performance of the conventional, anti-roll
bar and interconnected models. To explore this lack of sensitivity, a second hypothesis is put forward: the twist
mode stiness of the conventional suspension conguration is already high enough before the anti-roll bar and
interconnected congurations are added to mask the eects of the interconnection.
To make this issue clear, a nal experiment designed to excite only the twist mode is conducted in MotionView®.
A step signal with an amplitude of 0.1 m is applied on the right front and le rear wheels in all three models. e
outputs are set to be the resulting steady state vertical force between the ground and the right front wheel. e
results are shown as Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Static twist mode tire force [N]
Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
2.7938 × 102 3.3327 × 102 3.0204 × 102
Based on the equation:
k =
∆f
∆x
(5.1)
where k is the eective twist stiness, ∆f is the variance of vertical force and ∆x is the vertical displacement, the
resulting stiness ratio is 1.08 : 1.19 : 1 for the interconnected, anti-roll bar and conventional models, respectively.
In other words, the anti-roll bar only adds about 20% to the twist mode stiness, while interconnected suspension
adds about 8%. According to the results above, the interconnected suspension does increase the roll stiness with
minimal change in twist stiness. However, the baseline value of the twist mode stiness is high enough that the
eect of the interconnnected conguration is minimal. is explains why the dierence among the results of
the three conguration is so small. One can conclude that the interconnection functions as envisioned, and does
oer potential improvements, but these will not be signicant unless accompanied by an alternate suspension
conguration that reduces the baseline twist mode stiness.
Other secondary conclusions from the work are:
• e modal analysis results generated in the EoM soware are very consistent with those generated in Altair
MotionView®.
• For very smooth road inputs, non-linear eects due to suspension mechanism geometry are not signicant
on the SAE Baja model. A linear model returned nearly identical results to the non-linear model for a time
history solution in this case. However, the conclusion does not consider non-linear damping eects, as
these were not explored.
5.2 Contribution
To the best of the author’s knowledge, the mechanically interconnected suspension evaluated here has never been
utilized in an SAE Baja vehicle, or indeed, in any production road vehicle. It does not appear in the literature.
While many interconnected suspensions have been proposed, this conguration is unique in that it oers no
variations in bounce or pitch stiness, but focuses only on roll and twist stiness. e mechanical implementation
is relatively simple when compared to other designs. Any analytical evaluation of the design is a contribution to
the body of knowledge on suspension design. Aside from the analytical models, the mechanical design shows
that this conguration can t in the small Baja o-road vehicle well, and could be a suitable choice, particularly
given the primarily low frequency benets that would be valuable in an o-road seing. Finally, the thesis oers
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a substantial comparison between the results obtained from linear and nonlinear vehicle simulations that can
oer experience and lessons for other researchers in the future.
5.3 Recommendations
Numerous uncertainties still exist and are avenues for future study.
• In the Altair MotionView® models in this work, the stiness between the tire and the ground is set at the
center of the tire instead of the ground, to avoid the unexpected vehicle ‘rolling-down’ motion. A more
sophisticated tire contact model may alleviate this issue.
• Because of the missing tangent stiness matrix, the linear simulation in Altair MotionView® does not
consider the gravity eects. It is uncertain if this eect is signicant.
• In the interconnected conguration, ground clearance may become an issue; the size of the bell-crank
should be considered to avoid collision with the ground. e weight of the links and anti-roll bar could be
included in a more elaborate vehicle model to explore their eect.
• More details of the vehicle model could be considered, especially in the non-linear region, such as a
non-linear tire model, or non-linear damper model.
• Although the multibody solver used to generate the solution of the equations of motion is widely used
in industry, and there is a high degree of condence in its correctness and validity, experimental data to
validate the multibody model would be interesting.
• e hydraulic and pneumatic suspension coupling might oer a beer choice to improve the interconnected
suspension. Alternate coupling designs could be investigated.
• At last, the interconnected structure no doubt adds complexity, and some small additional weight that
should to be considered in the overall evaluation.
In summary, this thesis has presented an innovative suspension conguration for an o-road vehicle A
thorough analytic study to predict its ecacy has been conducted. While the mechanical interconnection has
been designed successfully and, to some extent, can increase the roll stiness with less comfort penalty than a
conventional anti-roll bar, several issues remain and further investigation is needed before the recommendation
can be made to implement this design.
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Appendix A
A.1 Matlab® Codes of Random Road
f unc t i on z= road ( v a r a r g i n )
% c l a s s i s an i n t e g e r from 3 − 9 , where c l a s s =3 i s an A−B road ( smooth ) , c l a s s =9 i s G−H road (
rough )
i f ( nargin = = 1 )
c l a s s = v a r a r g i n { 1} ;
e l s e
c l a s s = 3 ;
end
i f ( c l a s s <3)
c l a s s = 3 ;
end
i f ( c l a s s >9)
c l a s s = 9 ;
end
g l o b a l h ;
g l o b a l x ;
g l o b a l v ;
v = 5 ; % fo rwa rd s p e e d [m/ s ] , assume c o n s t a n t ;
L = 1 0 0 ; % max wave l eng th [m] , a l s o e q u a l s r oad l e n g t h
B=v / 5 1 2 ; % samp l ing d i s t a n c e , c a p t u r e a t 5 1 2 Hz
d e l t a n = 1 / L % f r e q u e n c y i n t e r v a l
N=L / B % number o f s amp l e s
x =0 :B : L ; % road c o o r d i n a t e
n =( d e l t a n : d e l t a n : N∗ d e l t a n ) ; % f r e q u e n c y span
n ( 1 ) % max s p a t i a l f r e q u e n c y
n (N)
ph i =rand ( 1 , N) ∗ 2 ∗ p i ; % random phase l a g f o r each f r e q u e n c y
a= s q r t ( d e l t a n ) ∗ ( 2 ˆ c l a s s ) ∗ 1 e − 3 ∗ ( 0 . 1 . / n ) ; % amp l i t u d e o f each f r e qu en cy , ba s ed on psd c o n t e n t
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a ( 1 )
a (N)
h= ze ro s ( s i z e ( x ) ) ; % road v e r t i c a l
f o r i = 1 : l eng th ( n ) % sum f o r each f r e q u e n c y i n c l u d e d
h=h+a ( i ) ∗ cos ( 2 ∗ p i ∗n ( i ) ∗ x+ phi ( i ) ) ;
end
f i g u r e ( 1 )
p l o t ( x , h ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Road V e r t i c a l L o c a t i o n [m] ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ L o c a t i o n [m] ’ ) ;
% compute t h e psd o f t h e random road
% sh ou l d be a s t r a i g h t l i n e i n l o g spac e , down t o wl min
s f = 1 / B ; % samp l ing f r e q u e n c y
N= l eng th ( x ) ; % number o f s amp l e s
x d f t = f f t ( h ) ; % f a s t F o u r i e r t r a n s f o rm
x d f t = x d f t ( 1 : N/ 2 + 1 ) ; % t ak e on l y h a l f r e s u l t s ( symmet r i c )
psdx = ( 1 / ( s f ∗N) ) ∗ abs ( x d f t ) . ˆ 2 ; % compute power
psdx ( 2 : end − 1 ) =2 ∗ psdx ( 2 : end − 1 ) ; % o t h e r h a l f
f r e q =0 : s f /N : s f / 2 ; % compute f r e q u e n c i e s
wl = 1 . / f r e q ; % compute wav e l e n g t h s
f i g u r e ( 2 )
l o g l og ( f r e q , psdx )
x l a b e l ( ’ F req [ c y c l e s /m] ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ Power / Frequency [ dB m/ c y c l e ] ’ )
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A.2 Matlab® Codes of Power Spectral Density
load t i r e f o r c e . d a t
f s =100
T = 1 / f s
t ime = t i r e f o r c e ( : , 1 )
c h a s s i s = t i r e f o r c e ( : , 2 )
p l o t ( t ime , c h a s s i s )
t i t l e ( ’ t ime h i s t o r y r e s p o n s e ’ ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( s ) ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ f o r c e ’ )
n f f t =501
X= f f t ( c h a s s i s )
p2=abs (X/ n f f t )
p 1 =p2 ( 1 : n f f t / 2 + 1 )
p1 ( 2 : end − 1 ) =2 ∗ p1 ( 2 : end − 1 )
f = ( 0 : n f f t / 2 ) ∗ f s / n f f t ;
f i g u r e
semi logx ( f , p 1 )
t i t l e ( ’ f r e q u e n c y h i s t o r y r e s p o n s e ’ ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ f r e q u e n c y ( Hz ) ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ power ’ )
X=X ( 1 : n f f t / 2 + 1 )
psd = ( 1 / ( f s ∗ n f f t ) ) ∗ abs (X ) . ˆ 2
psd ( 2 : end − 1 ) =2 ∗ psd ( 2 : end − 1 )
f r e q =0 : f s / n f f t : f s / 2
f i g u r e
l og l og ( f r e q , psd )
t i t l e ( ’ Power s p e c t r a l d e n s i t y ’ ) ;
x l a b e l ( ’ f r e q u e n c y ( Hz ) ’ ) ;
y l a b e l ( ’ power / f r e q u e n c y ( dB / Hz ) ’ )
q= t r ap z ( f r e q , psd )
hold on
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B.1 Frequency Domain Analysis
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Figure B.1: Frequency response of conventional suspension to the roll moment
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B.2 e Eigenvalues in Altair MotionView®
Table B.1: Modal analysis of conventional conguration
No. Real [Hz] Imaginary [Hz] Natural Frequency Damping Ratio
1 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
2 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
3 6.8435 × 10−17 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
4 8.3515 × 10−14 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
5 −3.8764 × 10−13 0.0000 × 100 3.8764 × 10−13 1.0000 × 100
6 −4.6024 × 10−8 0.0000 × 100 4.6024 × 10−8 1.0000 × 100
7 4.6025 × 10−8 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
8 −2.6402 × 101 0.0000 × 100 2.6402 × 101 1.0000 × 100
9 −4.2732 × 101 0.0000 × 100 4.2732 × 101 1.0000 × 100
10 −2.1747 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.1747 × 102 1.0000 × 100
11 −2.2408 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.2408 × 102 1.0000 × 100
12 −2.3104 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.3104 × 102 1.0000 × 100
13 −5.5474 × 10−1 1.5064 × 100 1.6053 × 100 3.4557 × 10−1
13 −5.5474 × 10−1 −1.5064 × 100 1.6053 × 100 3.4557 × 10−1
14 −4.2951 × 10−1 1.6533 × 100 1.7082 × 100 2.5144 × 10−1
14 −4.2951 × 10−1 −1.6533 × 100 1.7082 × 100 2.5144 × 10−1
15 −8.8951 × 10−1 2.2825 × 100 2.4497 × 100 3.6312 × 10−1
15 −8.8951 × 10−1 −2.2825 × 100 2.4497 × 100 3.6312 × 10−1
16 −2.2463 × 100 1.3675 × 101 1.3858 × 101 1.6209 × 10−1
16 −2.2463 × 100 −1.3675 × 101 1.3858 × 101 1.6209 × 10−1
17 −5.0626 × 100 1.4290 × 101 1.5160 × 101 3.3394 × 10−1
17 −5.0626 × 100 −1.4290 × 101 1.5160 × 101 3.3394 × 10−1
18 −3.7569 × 100 1.5146 × 101 1.5605 × 101 2.4075 × 10−1
18 −3.7569 × 100 −1.5146 × 101 1.5605 × 101 2.4075 × 10−1
19 −3.7016 × 100 1.5517 × 101 1.5952 × 101 2.3204 × 10−1
19 −3.7016 × 100 −1.5517 × 101 1.5952 × 101 2.3204 × 10−1
Note: oscillatory roots appear as complex conjugates.
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Table B.2: Modal analysis of anti-roll bar conguration
No. Real [Hz] Imaginary [Hz] Natural Frequency Damping Ratio
1 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
2 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
3 5.7819 × 10−16 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
4 −6.5442 × 10−15 0.0000 × 100 6.5442 × 10−15 1.0000 × 100
5 −8.0860 × 10−13 0.0000 × 100 8.0860 × 10−13 1.0000 × 100
6 −1.8606 × 10−7 0.0000 × 100 1.8606 × 10−7 1.0000 × 100
7 1.8606 × 10−7 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
8 −2.6374 × 101 0.0000 × 100 2.6374 × 101 1.0000 × 100
9 −4.2534 × 101 0.0000 × 100 4.2534 × 101 1.0000 × 100
10 −2.1747 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.1747 × 102 1.0000 × 100
11 −2.2407 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.2407 × 102 1.0000 × 100
12 −2.3101 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.3101 × 102 1.0000 × 100
13 −4.2896 × 10−1 1.6523 × 100 1.7071 × 100 2.5128 × 10−1
13 −4.2896 × 10−1 −1.6523 × 100 1.7071 × 100 2.5128 × 10−1
14 −5.5435 × 10−1 1.8496 × 100 1.9309 × 100 2.8710 × 10−1
14 −5.5435 × 10−1 −1.8496 × 100 1.9309 × 100 2.8710 × 10−1
15 −8.8788 × 10−1 2.2807 × 100 2.4475 × 100 3.6277 × 10−1
15 −8.8788 × 10−1 −2.2807 × 100 2.4475 × 100 3.6277 × 10−1
16 −2.2460 × 100 1.3675 × 101 1.3858 × 101 1.6208 × 10−1
16 −2.2460 × 100 −1.3675 × 101 1.3858 × 101 1.6208 × 10−1
17 −5.0417 × 100 1.4287 × 101 1.5150 × 101 3.3278 × 10−1
17 −5.0417 × 100 −1.4287 × 101 1.5150 × 101 3.3278 × 10−1
18 −3.7573 × 100 1.5147 × 101 1.5606 × 101 2.4076 × 10−1
18 −3.7573 × 100 −1.5147 × 101 1.5606 × 101 2.4076 × 10−1
19 −3.7653 × 100 1.6160 × 101 1.6593 × 101 2.2692 × 10−1
19 −3.7653 × 100 −1.6160 × 101 1.6593 × 101 2.2692 × 10−1
Note: oscillatory roots appear as complex conjugates.
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Table B.3: Modal analysis of interconnected conguration
No. Real [Hz] Imaginary [Hz] Natural Frequency Damping Ratio
1 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
2 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
3 −1.9333 × 10−15 0.0000 × 100 1.9333 × 10−15 1.0000 × 100
4 5.4739 × 10−15 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
5 2.4160 × 10−14 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
6 1.9383 × 10−7 0.0000 × 100 0.0000 × 100 1.0000 × 100
7 −1.9383 × 10−7 0.0000 × 100 1.9383 × 10−7 1.0000 × 100
8 −2.6364 × 101 0.0000 × 100 2.6364 × 101 1.0000 × 100
9 −4.2436 × 101 0.0000 × 100 4.2436 × 101 1.0000 × 100
10 −2.1747 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.1747 × 102 1.0000 × 100
11 −2.2407 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.2407 × 102 1.0000 × 100
12 −2.3099 × 102 0.0000 × 100 2.3099 × 102 1.0000 × 100
13 −4.2842 × 10−1 1.6513 × 100 1.7060 × 100 2.5113 × 10−1
13 −4.2842 × 10−1 −1.6513 × 100 1.7060 × 100 2.5113 × 10−1
14 −5.4674 × 10−1 1.9197 × 100 1.9960 × 100 2.7392 × 10−1
14 −5.4674 × 10−1 −1.9197 × 100 1.9960 × 100 2.7392 × 10−1
15 −8.8799 × 10−1 2.2809 × 100 2.4476 × 100 3.6279 × 10−1
15 −8.8799 × 10−1 −2.2809 × 100 2.4476 × 100 3.6279 × 10−1
16 −2.2451 × 100 1.3672 × 101 1.3856 × 101 1.6204 × 10−1
16 −2.2451 × 100 −1.3672 × 101 1.3856 × 101 1.6204 × 10−1
17 −5.0951 × 100 1.4335 × 101 1.5214 × 101 3.3490 × 10−1
17 −5.0951 × 100 −1.4335 × 101 1.5214 × 101 3.3490 × 10−1
18 −3.7572 × 100 1.5147 × 101 1.5606 × 101 2.4075 × 10−1
18 −3.7572 × 100 −1.5147 × 101 1.5606 × 101 2.4075 × 10−1
19 −3.7267 × 100 1.5888 × 101 1.6320 × 101 2.2836 × 10−1
19 −3.7267 × 100 −1.5888 × 101 1.6320 × 101 2.2836 × 10−1
Note: oscillatory roots appear as complex conjugates.
B.3 e Integration of Power Spectral Density
Table B.4: Integration of PSD for the three congurations
in dierent random roads
Level Conventional Anti-roll Interconnected
3 1.2799 × 10−1 1.2797 × 10−1 1.2797 × 10−1
4 1.3542 × 10−1 1.3538 × 10−1 1.3540 × 10−1
5 1.3107 × 10−1 1.3103 × 10−1 1.3105 × 10−1
6 1.4105 × 10−1 1.4095 × 10−1 1.4103 × 10−1
Appendix C
C.1 EoM Item Type List and Description
Body A rigid body. e properties include name, location of the center of mass, mass, moment of inertia and
cross products of inertia. All other items must be connected to a body, and the ground body is predened.
Spring A two point elastic spring of which the properties include the location of each end, the names of the two
bodies to which it is aached, stiness, damping and inertance values. Models a tension spring by default, but if
the spring is a torsional spring, the ‘twist’ eld to can be set to 1. Known preloads can be set in indeterminate
systems if desired, but otherwise the preload will be computed by EoM.
Link Similar to a spring, but not extensible. Preload depends on external loads, and cannot be specied.
Rigid point A generic constraint. e properties include the number of forces that are carried, and the number
of moments, the location, and the names of the two bodies to which it is aached. Acceptable choices for the
number of forces and moments is 0, 1, 2, or 3. If 1 force or moment is applied, the ‘axis’ eld denes the direction
of the force and/or moment, for 2 forces or moments, the axis denes the normal to the plane in which the forces
or moments lie. For 0 or 3 forces or moments, no axis eld is required.
Flex point A single point spring with translational and rotational stiness and damping. e ex point can be
used to model bushings. e properties include the location, the names of the two bodies to which it is aached,
the number of forces and moments passed, the axis, and the linear and torsional stiness, and linear and torsional
damping.
Beam A massless beam spring, where the area moments of inertia in both bending directions are the same and
there is no cross product of area. It has bending and shear stiness, but no tension or torsion. e properties
include the location of each end, the names of two bodies to which it is aached, and the stiness value; no
damping is dened.
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Load Constant forces and moments applied to the system. It is used to determine preloads in the connecting
elements, and eventually to nd the tangent stiness matrix.
Actuator A linear actuator. e force is determined from an input. e properties includes location of each end,
name of the two bodies to which it is aached, and the gain. By seing the ‘twist’ eld to 1, the actuator can be
turned to a torsional type.
Sensor A linear sensor that determines the outputs of a linear system. e properties include the location
of each end, name of the two bodies to which it is aached, and the gain. It can measure position, velocity or
acceleration, and the reference frame may be set to measure local rather than global velocities.
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